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Watergate
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Gray Says Nixon Was
Told Of Aides' Action
WASHINGTON (AP) — L.
Patrick Gray Ill told President
Nixon 19 days after the Watergate arrests he was disturbed
at the role White House aides
appeared to be playing in the
FBI investigation, according to
varying news accounts.
Some accounts quote Gray as
telling Senate investigators former White House aide John D.
Ehrliclunan intervened without
explanation to cancel a meeting
set up by Gray to explore the
possibility the Central Intelligence Agency played a role
in the Watergate bugging.
In his speech to the nation
April 30 Nixon said that after
beginning the investigation immediately after the break-in at
Democratic headquarters, he
repeatedly asked and was repeatedly assured there was no
reason to believe any member

Registration For I
Kindergarten Will
Be Held On Monday
Registration for the Pilot
Kindergarten unit which has
been awarded to the Murray
Board of Education will be held
on Monday, May 14th, according to Fred Schultz,
superintendent of Murray
schools. This registration will
be at the Carter Elementary
School on South 13th Street
between the hours of 1:00 and
4:00 p.m., Schultz said.
The Murray Board of
Education will give priority to
those students not qualifying for
Headsdart or registered for a
private kindergarten program
the superintendent pointed out.
Registration will be accepted
for those children born in 1968
and notification of acceptance
for this program will be given
approximately one month after
registration.

Church School
Meeting Held

of the administration was in
any way involved.
From Camp David, Md.,
where President Nixon was
wending Mother's Day weekend a White House spokesman
would not comment on the new
reports. Gray could not be
reached immediately for comment.
In an interview Thursday
night with the Senate investigators, Gray, according to some
newspaper accounts, told Nixon
in a telephone conversation
July 6, 1972, there was "confusion" and apparent White
House obstacles in the path of
the investigation.
These accounts, however,
said Gray mentioned no specifics to the President and gave
investigators no evidence either
he or Nixon knew of a White
House coverup.
But other accounts, including
that of the New York Daily
News, said Gray told investigators Ehrliclunan "inhibited"
the investigation from the start
and that Gray followed Ehrlichman's instructions only after he
was "satisfied" Nixon was
aware of Ehrlichman's actions.
The News said Ehrllchman
insisted on the morning of June
28 on canceling the meeting
planned for that afternoon between FBI and CIA executives,
even when Gray told him he
suspected the CIA of involvement in Watergate.
The News cited no sources
for its story.
Most accounts agreed that
Gray told investigators he
seeped him concerns on July 5,
1972, to Clark MacGregor, then
director of the Committee for
the Re-election of the President, and asked him to tell Nixon.
The next day, the accounts
said, Nixon called Gray on another matter and Gray voiced
concerns directly to Nixon.
Gray's message to the President and Nixon's response were
left unclear in the widely varying reports.

Mrs. Clegg Austin, Director of
the 1973 Cooperative Vacation
Church School, presided
yesterday at the third set-up
meeting held at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church.
The 1973 School is sponsored
by the First Presbyterian
(lurch, the Immanuel Luthern
Church, and the First Christian
Church, with St. John's
Espiscopal Church members
participating, with June 18-n,
the third week in the month, the
date for the School.
Mrs. Austin made the
following appointments to serve
as Co-teachers of the various
Pre departments:
Kindergarten — Mesdames
Robert Brockhoff and Steve
McCuiston; Kindergarten—
Mesdames Gayle Egnor and
Glenda Roos; Grades 1-2,
Mesdames Sharon Hall and
Joyce Herndon; Grades 2-4,
Mesdames Brenda Marquardt
and Benita Greer,and Grades 56, Mesdames Doris Cella and a
person to be named. Mrs.
Jackie Conley will serve as
refreshment chairman.
The theme for the Vacation
Church School is "Tell the
News—Share the Love."
Mrs. Austin said that the
deadline for pre-registrations is
Sunday, May 27, and should be
turned into the respective
church offices. The public is
cordially invited to pain on
attending the school, Mrs.
Austin said.

•

Sourcesused by The Chicago
Tribune quoted Gray as saying
he was called on June 21, four
days after the June 17 break-in,
by fired White House Counsel
John Dean III. The Tribune
said Gray told investigators
that Dean asked him not to
question certain persons the
FBI wanted to interview about
possible CIA links to Watergate
The Tribune said Gray complained the aides were hindering his efforts and quoted Nixon as replying, "Pat, you just
continue your investigation in
the same thorough and aggressive manner you've been
doing"
The New York Times quoted
sources connected with the Sen(See Watergate, Page 12)

Winners Named
In Short Story
Winners of the Short Story
contest, sponsored by the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, have been
announced and monetary
awards made by the department.
Miss Vicki Pat Lamb,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Pat Lamb, of Hazel Route
Three, was first place winner
for her story entitled "A Trip To
The Top."

Red Cross Appeals For
Funds For Disaster Aid

Second place winner was Miss
An unprecedented series of el from their homes. Expenditures
Stacy Adams, daughter of Mr.
floods, tornadoes, exploeion,. on these operations have
and Mrs. Cody Adams of
and other disasters affecting brought Red Cron relief coats
One.
Route
Farmington
hundreds of thousands of to almost twenty-eight million
"Heaven's Special Child" was
persons in 71 states since March dollars in the current fiscal
of
story.
her
the title
17 has made it necessary for the year
Both Miss Lamb and Miss
The local Calloway County
American Red Cross to launch a
Adams are seniors at Calloway
fund campaign to assist Chapter will join neighbor
special
County High School. Their
chapters across the county in
the victims.
stories have been sent to the
the Red Cross has raising money for these vicfar
So
state contest, according to a
provided shelter for over 10,000 tims. Our share has been set at
Woman's Club spokesman.
persons, fed 32,000 victims and $458, a spokesman said.
'The contest was open to
"This is pretty close to us,"
workers, and is continuing to
students in grades nine through
also provide emergency items said Robert 0. Miller, C.alloway
twelve of the city and county
for thousands of those forced County Red Cross Disaster
schools.
Chairman." Four Kentucky
counties along the Mississippi
.:1-/14112 River were hit hard and the
.4") situation is still serious. Our
neighbors in Tennessee have
IF ;4,"4
had a series of disasters, and
damages of over 66 million
dollars resulted from the
torrential rains which sent
people out of their homes and
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The Weather.

_

Cooling trend through Sunday. Mostly 'sunny today and
Simday, deer tonight. Iiigh
day aroursi 70, low_ tonight 41 to
49. High Sunday in the low 60s.
Fair and continued cool Monday.
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of
George Adcock. Dimly seen on the top
Kirk-Pool. The- earner stone of thie handsome structupwindicates that the church building was rebuilt
In 1904 and presumably this picture was taken about that time The picture is owned by Van \ alentine.

He said he doesn't believe
there is enough evidence yet to
show that Nixon is guilty of a
crime, but Ellsberg said he
feels there is sufficient evidence to indict the President.
"I believe that President Nixon is innocent until proven guilty, and he deserves his day in
court just as we did," Ellsberg
said.
Ellsberg and Russo, both former researchers on government projects for the Rand
Corp., were charged because
they admittedly copied the Pentagon papers, a top secret
study of U.S. involvement in
Vietnam. Ellsberg later leaked
them to news media.
Though the trial itself
drowned in a flood of Watergate and White House misconduct, the issues that precipitated the case were never resolved.
"The charges against these
defendants raise serious factual
and legal issues that I would
certainly prefer to have litigated to completion," Byrne
commented in dismissing the
charges.
The revelations that Watergate conspirators had broken
into the office of Ellsberg's psychiatrist, that the White House
had launched an undercover
probe of ElLsberg's leak of the
papers and that Ellsberg had

been overheard on secret wiretaps showed "that governmental agencies have taken an
unprecedented series of actions
with respect to these defendants," said Byrne.
But the defendants can "raise
these issues when they desire,"
he added.
"While I would prefer to have
them litigated, the conduct of
the government has placed the
case in such a posture that it
precludes the fair, dispassionate resolution of these
issues by a jury," the judge
said
The jurors, who heard more
than four months of testimony
in preparation for a verdict,
echoed the judge's disappointment that questions
mind during the trial were
never answered. And most said
they would have voted for acquittal.
"It pleased me that the defendants were freed," said juror Phyllis Ortman.
The judge, in a harsh condemnation of the government,
said it appeared that the FBI
had approved the special investigation of Ellsberg and that
the Central Intelligence Agency, -presumably acting beyond
its statutory authority and at
the request of the White House,
had provided disguises, photo(See Ellsberg, Page 121

Charity Ball

A Talk With Elaine Downing
By MELISSA EASLEY
How do you get 12 children, all
with individual handicaps of
their own, to interrelate and
profit from a morning at the
Murray Day Care Class? Miss
Elaine Downing does it five
days a week.
After a ride in their own
school bus, the children walk
into the school ready to work,
that is all but two, and due to
physical handicaps they are
carried by the driver to the
steps. The ambulatory "dents
willingly carry the walkers, and

"While our croplands are
damaged we are still thankful
that no Calloway Countians
have been forced from their
homes. We recognize the fact
that it is possible that we could
have to ask for help for ourselves in the future as we have
in the past. In 1964 and 1968 the
American Red Cross gave
Calloway County over $14,000.00
for food and clothing and in
rebuilding homes after we
suffered tornadoes. We can now
repay this in a small way by
sending to others. If you want to
help send a check payable to
Red Cross, marked Flood
Relief, to Box 488, Murray,
Kentucky," Judge Miller
concluded.

.01111
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Ellsberg and Russo
Freed Of Charges In
Pentagon Papers Case

WS ANGELES ( AP) — Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo, freed of charges in the Pentagon papers case because of
government misconduct, say
they will sue President Nixon
for "conspiracy to deprive us of
our civil liberties."
"We will bring suit against
all the conspirators, of which
President Nixon appears to be
the ringleader," Ellsberg said
Friday after espionage, conspiracy and theft charges
against Ellsberg and Russo
were lifted by U.S. District
Judge Matt Byrne Jr.
Ellsberg, calm and smiling,
told newsmen the Watergate
and White House involvement
in his case reminded him of
Mafia tactics.
GETTING ACQUAINTED—Susan Platter, 8, a Idisdergartea
"I think of the code of the
student at the University Scheel at Murray State University, eyes Mafia," he said. "Silence. That
the
from
character
Bird
Big
the
of
a papier-mache reporductian
has been the code of the White
'Sesame Street" television show during a visit to the universfty House."
library. Susan, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Platzer of
Russo said he believed the
Murray, was looking over items in an arts and crafts exhibit from sudden disclosures of wiretaps,
Lane College, Jackson, Tem. The display, planned under the
a break-in at the office of Ellsdirection of (labourne Foster, a 1969 graduate of Murray State berg's psychiatrist and an unand how head of the art department at Lane, will remain on dercover White House investiexhibit through June 30. Besides papier-mache, other pieces gation of Ellsberg had shown
include block prints, mobiles, pencil drawings, stitchery, that "our country has been run
ceramics. weavings, tribal masks and pastels.
by criminals."
Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Ellsberg said lawsuits will be
filed against officials other than
Nixon—all those whose names
have been implicated in the
prosecution in the past two
weeks.
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Member of Associated Press

One Injured In
Cycle Accident.
One person was injured in a
motorcycle accident Friday
night at 11:30 p.m., south of
Lynn Grove on the Browns
Grove Road.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home, whose ambulance
responded to the call, said that
Mr. and Mrs. William Futrell
were riding the motorcycle.
Mrs. Futrell was admitted to
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for observation, according to hospital officials.
?REPUPPIES
Five puppies, three male and
two/anti& six wer,ks.old. are_
tree to persons for pets. For
Information call 753-0832.

without further aide, they can
make their way into the
classroom along with their
classznates.
There is the usual pledge of
allegiance- with all standing.
Again sympathetic classmates
respond and turn the chairs of
the two non-walkers toward the
flag.
One child, although ambulatory, only uttered a few
sounds when he first entered the
class two years ago. But his
classmates are quick to
new
his
recognize

Wanda Rolfe

achievements, and from
listening to their teacher, they
have learned also to encourage
him. "Look, Miss Downing,
Sam built a tower!" With
and
instruction
special
patience, he is progressing in
verbalization and following
directions.
There is a special time to
brush your teeth, a time to go to
the toilet, and directions on
tying your shoes or buttoning a
button. There is a job chart
which identifies a bathroom
monitor,a toy monitor, a person
to pass the waste can, a person
to pass out snacks, and even a
flag holder.
In goOd weather the class has
taken nature walks and "You'd
be surprised how alert they
are." A fenced in playground
swings and climbing
with
equipment is available for
recess. The non-walkers either
sit in a rocking chair or swing in
the chair swings.
An indoor P.E. activity includes a few gymnastics on a
gym mat. Those who cannot do
the sommersaults are permitted to crawl across the mat
"Once I forgot to put one of the
non-walkers on the mat and he
really let me know about it'"
Daniel Cossey
Miss Downing said she had
five last year to graduate; one
to Heactstart, two to Robertson's Class for Trainable
Handicapped,one to first grade,
and one to a speech and hearing
clinic in Marshall County.'
as citizen of the month by the
According to Miss Downing,
Calloway High Student Council. there is a great need to renovate
Miss Rolfe, daughter of Mr. the new Center at 704 Main
and Mrs. Jimmy Rickman, Street. But she is fearful that
Canterbury Estates, is a senior Federal funding will be cut back
at Murray High School where and maybe even deleted.
she is an honor student. Her Therefore, Calloway Countians
school activities include: have an even bigger responTr -Alpha, sibility to support the Murrayof
Secretary
Comassistant business manager of Calloway
County
yearbook. FHA recreation prehensive Care Center this
leader,freshman and "B" team year. And you can make a
cheerleader, vice-president of difference by purchasing a,
freshman class, and member of ticket to the Charity Ball to be
Teens Who Care.
held June 2 from I p.m. - I a.m.
The Murray senior is an in the Harry Lee Waterfield
active member of the Cherry Student Union Building. Music
Corner Baptist Church where will be provided by the Berl
she is assistant pianist, sings in Olswanger Orchestra from
the choir, and is secretary for Memphis. A ticket can be
, purchased from Mrs. James
ioe_eita. school.
a
Miss Rolfe has received
Ransom (753-3058) or Mrs. Don
scholarship to attend the Hunter (753-5918): Other
university. of her choice in donations may be sent to-Mrs.
gituckY and—she plans to 'Don Weller, (-allege Fartn
Road, Murray, My
enroll in September

Wanda Rolfe & Daniel Cossey Are
Named As Recipients For Award
The Home Department o the
Murray Woman's Club has
submitted the names of Ralph
Daniel (Danny) Cossey and
Miss Wanda Rolfe as the
recipients of this month's
"Distinguished Youth:Award."
Cossey, a senior at Calloway
County High School, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Cossey of
Murray Route Three. He plans
to attend Murray State
University, although his major
field of study is undecided. His
hobbies include basketball,
swimming, and reading.
The Calloway senior in addition to maintaining a grade
point average of 96.89 and
ranking fourth in his class of 143
students, participates•
various school activities. lie is
on the annual staff and Is a
triellOve of the Pep-Club- and
the sc:hool's honorociety, Bela
Club. He also has been selected
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To climb,
I guess seated,
On the knowing risers,
On the gym floor,
In the shadow corner,
Where I rest seeing
The stiff walk,
And excited talk,
Of children uncertain
Of nothing more
Than the hall goes to class,
Never needing to know
More than they think they should.
TO MOTHER
Cobwebbed ceilings!
So, who cares
when there are
visits north and south
with children to tend,
old walls to pare
and leaves to watch
through summer greens
to autumn luster
and November nakedness;
and, in December,
..pecan cookies in a jar
and turkey for Christmas
and spring bouquets of violets
all year
and apple jelly and pansies
for summer')
Besides, cobwebs add character
to chandeliers and ceiling corners.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Dog Leash Law Recommended
- -The Grand Jury for the May term of the Calloway
Circuit Court has recommended that the city and
county adopt a dog leash law.
As far as we can determine, this is the first time
that a Grand Jury, or any other government body
has made such a recommendation here.
We whole heartedly support this idea.
The city has just grown too large to allow dogs to
roam indiscriminately over the city and the county
has become too urbanized for this situation to exist.
It may seem cruel to many to pick up all dogs
which are roaming free, but it has come to the point
where this measure has become a necessity for the
safety of children, and elderly people, for the
protection of private property, and for the health
and well being of the community.
The city council has discussed the dog leash law
for over ten years, but nothing has ever come of it.
Perhaps Federal revenue sharing funds could be
used to institute the dog leash law and to provide
proper facilities for stray dogs.
Most people love dogs and the best way to show
love for these animals is to care for them properly,
house and protect them, and to eliminate the
homeless dogs which roam free through the yards in
the city and through the fields in the county.
We have mentioned before that home owners who
take pride in their yards take a dim view of a
strange dog coming across,their yard abusing the
shrubbery and disturbing the tranquility.
We applaud the action of the Grand Jury and
sincerely hope that the city and county will follow
their recommendation.

A Sorry Mess
The average citizen is surfeited with the
Watergate case and wishes hopefully that it will soon
be brought to an end, whatever the results and
whatever personal discomfiture it may bring to
individuals.
We do not know what prompted those involved to
embark on such a stupid endeavor, but we do know
that in plain terms, they may be called dishonest,
no matter whatheir status in our government.
This is the most regrettable factor in the entire
miserable episode. Men like Halderman, Ehrlichman. Krogh, even Mitchell, tend to stand high in the
estimation of the average man. One would think that
persons of such intelligence, capacity and ability
just would not stoop to dishonest ads, especially
an act so petty as the bugging of a political party's
headquarters.
The stupidity comes at the head of the list since it
was so obvious that Senator McGovern was such a
sorry candidate that even his own party failed to
support him. All this was obvious, but the project
was carried out anyway. We cannot fail to wonder
just what in the world the Republicans could have
learned that they did not know. Seemingly it was not
enough to know that their candiate was going to win
overwhelmingly.
Dishonesty in -government cannot be tolerated.
Bad judgment-possibly; but not dishonesty.
The people of America, regardless of party affiliation, want the entire episode brought into open
daylight, regardless of whom it may affect. We do
not believe the average person wants heavy sentences, but merely a punishment to fit the crime.
Whatever the outcome, this entire sordid affair
should be cleared up as soon as possible so that the
nation's attention may be focused on such ffiatters
as inflation, our present number one enemy. There
is no point in dragging the whole sorry mess out
over months and months. It should be dealt with
quickly and efficiently.

—Tom Perkins

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The National Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences this year is
giving its Emmy awards in two
separate shows—one for entertainment and the other for
news achievements
The entertainment awards—
_ voted on by members of the TV
entertainment industry—will be
given out May 20 in Los Angeles in ceremonies broadcast by
the ABC television network.
Two days later, CBS will televise Emmy news awards ceremonies here. And who were the

critics?
judges for these awards?
Why not print journalists
All were TV critics from
newspapers around the country. who've covered the stories
They convened in Chicago two cited in the Engny news nomiweekends ago to view the en- nations and know first-hand the
time, work, contacts and deadtries and cast ballots.
Their expenses for the Chi- line pressures involved in getcago trip were paid by the ting these stories?
Academy officials say print
academy, according to an
academy spokeswoman who journalists might exhibit bias
said between 60 and 70 TV crit- „ against their electronic brethren.
ics took part in the voting.
And, says the academy
Broadcast newsmen weren't
Invited to participate in the vot- spokeswoman, the idea of TV
ing for Emmy news awards be- critics as judges was endorsed
cause of possible conflict-of-in- by the networks and recomterest, according to academy mended by the journalism
officials. Okay. But why TV school professors who've
judged TV news for the academy in the past.

20 Years.Ago Today
TDIPir 4111 •.

Roscoe E. Hayes, son of Mrs. Ermine Stewart of
Murray Route Four, graduated with the rank of
Ensign from the Navy's Officer Candidate School at
Newport, R. I.
Holmes Ellis of Murray was elected president of
the Kentucky Reserve Officers Association at the
annual meeting held at the Kenlake Hotel
Miss Veronica Kolinski and Edward Mason Shroat
were married May 9 at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Pictured today are Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Ryan of
Murray at the Seventh Fall Shoe Show in St. Louis,

30YearsAgoThisWeek
Deaths reported this week include Earl Knight,
Boatswain's Mate, Second Class, killed April 8 in an
accident on his vessel, Mrs. Margaret Ann Broach
Waldron, age 72, Mrs. Emma Parks, age 77, J. I
CJiml Mayfield, age 76, and Mrs. Ed Manning, age
48.
Three to four hundred strawberry pickers are
badly needed immediately in Calloway County,
according to W. 0. Hubbard, County Agent.
The Brandon Postoffice, now in the TVA Reservoir
area, will be disconintued May 31 by the order of the
Postoffice Department.
The Murray High School Tigers captured the West
Kentucky Regional Track and Field meet held at
Murray State College.
Marriages reported include Miss Louise Putnam
to Cpl. H. L. Carter, and Miss Delma Chrisman to
John Herman Trotter, both on May 10.
Births reported include a boy to Mr and Mrs.
Kirby Jennings and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Z. B
Crouse.

Deaths reported are Mrs. Vera Hurt Cotham, age
69, John Mathie Nichols, age 64, Jim Scott, age 83,
and Rex Gerald Duncan, one day old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew I. Duncan.
Not everyone that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall
Hugh F. Story, boatswain's mate third class USN,
into the kingdom of heaven.—Matthew 7:21.
enter
son of Mrs. Cora M. Story, is serving on the USS
Entrance to heaven does not depend upon verGrafflas in the Far East.
The Parliamentary Procedure team of the bage, but on acts and deeds willed by God.
Calloway County High School FFA gave a
demonstration at the meeting of the school PTA.
Team members are Keith Hays, Max Workman,
by ('arl Riblet Jr.
Michael Palmer, Bobby Taylor, Max Parks, Jer6
Men
should,be
pleased that so many women are
Parker, Rob Enoch, Larry Riley,.pary Price, and
wearing pants suits. Pants on the female are a blow
ponnie Duncan.
Mrs Madotie Shroat Hui-eaSsi§tant cashier of the against women's liberation because pants cut to a
Bank -of Murray will attend the _Southeasterp, ti,ghter hug.qUhtposteriol_wigglingLy_demonstrate
Regional-Conference oi.the National Assilriation of -Mat woraetLare indeed different
-Mite best ornaments of women arr.thige —
aitirVi/omen at Jekyltislantl, Brunswick, Ga., May.
that fascinate men."
23-26.
—Abe Waterhill

• Spring

Isn't over, but the
ABC, CBS and NBC summer
evening entertainment schedules already are out. And it appears CBS will have an all-rerun summer unless the current

Writers' Guild strike is re-

Engagei

Federal State Market News
Service May 11, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 972 Est. 1800
Barrows & Gilts steady mostly
25 cents higher Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 35.25-35.75
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 34.50-35.25
US 2-4 240-280 lbs., 34.25-34.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 33.75-34.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 30.50-31.25
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 30,00-30.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 29.50-30.00
Boars 25.00-28.50

Greek ship
carries 'bare
minimum' passengers
The Greek cruise ship
Aphrodite which arrived in
Haifa recently secured at a
breakwater away from the
main quay to permit the 200
French and German nudists
aboard to sun themselves on
deck without disturbing the
port workers.
Most of the nudists (fully
dressed)later set off for sightseeing trips to Jerusalem,
Bethlehem and Nazareth.

—Kathy Culbert
Route 1, Box 218
Kirksey, Ky. 42854

TV Critics Judges For Television Emmy Awards
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

At****41-18 4
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CENTRAL

M IS
Mr. and Mrs. Arthi
announce the engager
Dewey Edward Yatez.
Yates, Sr., of 812 011i
The bride-elect's gr
Jewell and Mrs. Louis
Roberts.
Grandparents of ti
Yates of Pilot Oak w
Texas.
Miss Jewell is a 197:
is a 1971 Murray High
by South Central B
members of the Seven
Wedding plans are

The Fireweed, a wild plant
native to North America and
Europe, is considered as good
as asparagus to its WestPrn
Canada supporters. The young
spring shoots are eaten like
asparagus, and the leafy new
stems are boiled as potherbs.

JO 4-

*

KID :
SHOW I
**

solved by early June.
ONEAAA.S
A new variety show and two
Flo FYN. lot Movie I
situation comedies were scheduled to start in July until the
MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL *
strike put them in doubt, CBS
*
*
*
says.
ALL MOTHERS FREE!!
*
*
NBC's summer schedule calls *
*
"TOM BOY AND THE CHAMP" t
for two weekly shows. One, a
in
taped
show
*
country music
:KID SHOW!!s.
...
terling
Ben Johnson
*
the Nashville area, is scheduled *
*
to appear Thursday nights, *
*
*
starting July 19.
*
Sat.&
Sat
&
*
*
It isn't affected by the strike. *
Sun. *
Sun.
The other show, a musical vari- *
FUN
*
*
ety program hosted by ginger
1:00
:
:
1:00
the
affected.
If
Helen Reddy, is
*
dispute continues, her show
**********4--*********************
won't start in mid-June as *
planned and reruns of other
shows will be offered, NBC
****************v****************
says.
ABC has three original situation comedy series and an
hour comedy-variety show coming up in the summer weeks. It
says none of the shows is affected by the writers' strike.

**

ODURRAY ":Open 7:30• Start Dusk
Ends TONITE

*

4011

SUNDAY BRIJ?'
Tomato Juice Cheem
Bacon and Eg
Apple Corn Mel
Beverage
APPLE CORN ML
Fluffy texture ani
apple flavor
3/4 cup unsifted flour
3 teaspoons baking pc
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/3 cup watergrow
cornmeal
1 egg
1/4 cup honey
1/3 cup milk
2 tablespoons salad
oil
1/2 cup finely diced
red apple such as
On wax paper thon
together the flour, Ix
der and salt, stir in
In a medium mixing
egg slightly; add 1
milk and beat to con
flour mixture, oil a
stir just until dry i
are moistened. F
medium muffin-pan 1
1/3 cup capacity)
full Bake in a preh
degree oven until ligt
ed and a cake tester
center comes out c
minutes. Loosen fror
serve at once wil
Makes 8 Muffins.

* CINEMA 1 *
DOUBLE HORROR FEAT

DRIVE
IN
,

:? COUNTRY MUSIC TRIPLE FEATURE
;1. "The Nashville Story"

'61

2. Marty Robins -Country Music"
3. "Here Comes That Nashville Sound"
Each Feature Shown Once Nitely
Sun. th

*Showtime-5:00-8:30

Sat & Sun. Matinee 1:30

DEATH LIVES!
"TALES
FR011 TUE

W

- Trim the Master of Shock I
A Shocking Masterpiece .

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
"FRENZY"x—
A 1,1111SSAIAL RELEASE • taCION,C01.01I.

:30 & 9:55 Nitely • 1:30 & 3:45 Sat & Sun. Aft.
Late Show Tonite 11:40 p.m.

Isn't It The Truth!

•

Not
A
T FIE nTRE.

Pic
' YOU'LL LIKE 4.4Y MOTHER* Pirfr
*
° Y DUKE • RICHARD THOMAS
ROSE-MAI* MURPHY
*
BA1:184.1:401:11-LE614...—.414 IAIRVIN
,
IeNNNIFIN IN In WW1
'*-1SIAN

LAZE
"COUNTRY GIRL" 111

**********************44********

'

-

9-9 Mon.-!
1-6 Sund,
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Miss Christy Diane Lowery Is Married
To James Kermit McGee In Ceremony At
The First United Methodist Church

Engagement Announced

3

Saturday, May 12
Teentown for grades 7 to 12
will be at the First United
Methodist Church from 7:30 to
eleven p.m.

9

'5
15
PO

Sunday, May 13
Ledbetter Baptist Church will
have homecoming activities
with Sunday School at ten a.m.,
preaching at 11 a.m., basket
dinner at noon, and singing in
the afternoon. Donations for
cemetery will be taken.

Loses a roommate
and gains his wife

Monday, May 14
County
Calloway
The
Genealogical Society will meet
at the Holiday Inn for a luncheon at 11:30 a.m. with Mrs.
Edna Milliken, librarian, as
speaker.
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Robert Hendon at 7:30
p.m.

DEAR ANONYMOUS: I think your friend had a lot of
gall offering his wife the use of YOUR apartment in his
absence, and the wife has her nerve abusing the privilege.
I also think you are a gutless wonder for permitting it.
DEAR ABBY: I am a senior in high school, 17, and
pregnant. My boy friend and I love each other and we want
to get married. Our problem is we can't find a minister
who will marry us and we want to get married in a church.
Neither one of us belongs to a church, but we do believe in God. Abby, we have gone to three churches and
the ministers there have refused to marry us because we
don't belong to THEIR church. Since when does a church
belong to the minister?
Please tell us where to go. We want to get married as
soon as possible without causing our parents any more
heartache than they'll naturally have when they find out
S. AND J.
about this

Miss Carol Anne Jewell

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Jewell, 1512 Henry Street, Murray,
announce the engagement of their only daughter, Carol Anne, to
Dewey Edward Yates, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Edward
Yates, Sr., of 812 Olive Street, Murray.
The bride-elect's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Henry
Jewell and Mrs. Louise Roberts of Paducah and the late Hurley G.
Roberts.
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Yates of Pilot Oak and Mr. and Mrs. O.L. Usrey of Lelialake,
Texas.
Miss Jewell is a 1973 Murray High School gradu ate. Mr. Yates
is a 1971 Murray High School graduate and is presently employed
by South Central Bell Telephone Company. They are both
members of the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ.
Wedding plans are incomplete at this time.

C'1\COOKING Bridal Luncheon Is
IS FUN Given In Compliment
To Marsha Stallons
SUNDAY BRUNCH
Tomato Juice Cheese Crackers
Bacon and Eggs
Apple Corn Muffins
Beverage
APPLE CORN MUFFINS
Fluffy texture and delicate
apple flavor
3/4 cup unsifted flour
3 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/3 cup waterground yellow
cornmeal
1 egg
1/4 cup honey
1/3 cup milk
2 tablespoons salad not olive)
oil
1/2 cup finely diced unpeeled
red apple such as McIntosh)
On wax paper thoroughly stir
together the flour, baking powder and salt, stir in cornmeal
In a medium mixing bowl beat
egg slightly; add honey and
milk and beat to combine. Add
flour mixture, oil and apple,
stir just until dry ingredients
are moistened. Fill oiled
medium muffin-pan cups (each
1/3 cup capacity) about 3/4
full Bake in a preheated 400degree oven until lightly browned and a cake tester inserted in
center comes out clean — 15
minutes Loosen from cups and
serve at once with butter.
Makes 8 muffins

Miss Lillie Wilson and her
mother, Mrs. Gerald Wilson
enteitstilid Saturday at their
home on- Sedalia Road,
Mayfield with a lovely spring
luncheon planned to honor Miss
Marsha Stallons, bride-elect of
Wthairn Horton.
Miss Stallons chose for the
occasion a light blue knit pant
suit.
Centering the luncheon table
was an arrangement of spring
flowers in pastel shades.
Attending were Milts Stations,
her mother, Mrs. Marshall
Stallons, Mrs. William Horton,
mother of the prospective
bridegroom, Mrs. Bob Patterson, and Miss Ann Patterson,
of Laurel, Md., Mrs. Ftueben
Wilfred, Miss Nancy Carol
Barger, Miss Pain McDaniel,
Miss Rayette Stations, Miss
Sharon Light, of Cadiz and the
hostesses.

DEAR s. AND J.: I am sure I can find a clergyman
who will perform the ceremony, but you musi let me klIkeW
where you are and how I can contact you. In Ilse meantime, I suggest you tell your parents at mice. No matter
what you think, they are your best friends in time of
trouble.
DEAR ABBY: After 25 years of gambling, losing a
small fortune, then losing my wife and family because of it,
I was ready to commit suicide. Then I joined GAMBLERS
ANONYMOUS. It gave me a new lease on life.
My wife gave me another chance and I am happy to
say that I will neverbet another dollar on anything as long
as I live. That's a big statement for a man to make who
has bet horses, dogs, d:ce, cards, sports — you name it, I
had money on it. I've begged, borrowed and mortgaged my
soul to get money to gamble with. I've known people who
have forged checks and embezzled hundreds of thousands
of dollars to pay their losses and when they're even, they
gamble more.
I wish every compulsive gambler in the world would
It
attend just one GAMBLERS ANONYMOUS meeting.
mine.
saved
It
could save his life.
CURED IN SAN FRANCISCo

Perfect Gifts
for

MOTHERS
RINGS
$2888
to

w
ithone

$3088

stone

Each Additional Stone
Not Exactly
$228
C901410041A0Urled

V
Bel Air Shopping Contar
9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

10.

•

Miss Christy Diane Lowery,
daughter of Mrs. Juanita Miller
and the late George C. Lowery,
and James Kermit McGee, son
of Mrs. Elsie McGee and the
late R. Seamon 'McGee, were
united in marriage by Dr.
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., on
Saturday, May 5, at four o'clock
ui the afternoon at the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray.
The couple wrote their own
wedding ceremony read by Dr.
Dodson.
Music was provided by Jeffrey Clark, organist, and Alan
Raidt who sang and accompanied himself on the
guitar. The couple chose "How
Can I Tell You," "I Won't Last
A Day Without You," and "If"
for Mr. Raidt to sing.

Tali Phi Lambda
Sorority Meets At
rs. Parks' Home
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
GE Tau Phi Lambda held its
regular monthly meeting on
Tuesday, April 24, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
home of Mrs. Carolyn Parks
with Mrs. Glenda Smith serving
as cohostess.
Preceding the opening ritual,
the sorority pledged Barbara
Barnett and Joyce Houston
Plans were made for the
sorority's softball team The
team came in first in their
division in last year's softball
season.
The sorority voted to furnish
state and U. S. flags, staffs, and
stands for the Fraternal Order
of Police.
Refreshements were served
with Joyce Houston winning the
door prize.
Those present, not previously
mentioned, were Jeanie Lamb,
Cynthia Hart, Jo Wilson. Helen
Spann, Frances Robertson,
Betty Hutson, Loretta Jobs,
Jean Richerson, and Martha
Andrus.
Seven members attended the
state convention in Louisville
and enjoyed numerous activities during the weekend The
highlight was when the chapter's scrapbook won first pairs
in -the state.
tIttctlihie conThose atttrg
vention were Helen Spann,
Loretta Jobs, Glenda Smith.
Jeanie- isrMb,-Cynthia Hart,.
Betty Hutson, anti Frances
Robertson. Bonnie Vettitou,
a member of the on-campus
chapter, also attended

•

Wilson lVoollev

Mrs. James Kermit McGee

please.

•
Plisse 1111-1111 tir 11111-00

As

Photo by

Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your chest
For • personal reply, write to ABBY: Boa No. 011706, I. A
envelope
Calif. WM. Enclose stamped, .elf-addressed

othe-1

From

Mattie Bell Hays Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Womenwill meet at the church
at seven p.m.

DEAR CURED: 1 heard about GAMBLERS ANONYMOUS 10 years ago, and altho I'm no gambler. I took a
chance and attended some meetings anonymously in New
York and Los Angeles to check them out. It was an inspiration to see cab drivers, stock brokers, school teachers,
entertainers, businessmen, musicians, bartenders, and socialites all joined together to overcome a commoo enemy
G. A.
— the urge to gamble. For information about the
Angele.l.
Los
17173.
Box
0.
P.
to
write
you,
meetings nearest
California 90017. You can't lose. It's free.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

The Ptiebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Pat Trevathan, Cardinal
Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.

The Christian Women's
Trap Shoot by the Calloway
Fellowship of First Christian
County Conservation Club will Church will meet at the church
be at the old Ernest Bailey farm
library at ten a.m.
at one p.m.

DEAR ABBY: A long-time friend has been sharing my
apartment during the week while working in the city.
[We're both male.] He was returning to his country tome
and wife on weekends. This arrangement probably cpntributed to their present marital status — legal separation.
To my dismay, my roommate has invited his wife to
occupy his vacant room at my apartment when he is out of
town on frequent business trips.
The wife seems to thrive on this new urban atmosphere. She invites her country bumpkin friends as well as
her new fellow-shrink patients for group therapy sessions In
the apartment
I am losing my mind over this arrangement. How do
you feel about an estranged wife filling in as a roommate
ANONYMOUS
during her husband's absence?

-

will meet at the home of Mrs.
Joe Johnston at ten a.m.

and dress ensemble with
matching accessories. The
groom's mother chose a light
turquoise linen coat and dress
ensemble with matching accessories.
Reception
A reception was held at the
Red Room of the Holiday Inn
from five o'clock in the afternoon to seven o'clock in the
evening.
The cake table was decorated
with a pink underskirt and a
heavy lace cloth. The three
tiered cake was trimmed in
pink and topped with white satin
bells.
Spring
flowers
surrounded the bottom of the
cake and were intwined around
the tabie.
Mrs. Cecily Winter, sister of
the bride, and Mrs. Mary
Lowery, sister-in-law of the
bride, served at the table.
The register was attended by
Elsa Winter, niece of the bride.
Both the bride and groom are
graduates of Murray State
University. After a short
wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs.
McGee will reside at 4309
Norbrook Drive, Apartment 8,
Louisville, Ky., where Mr.
McGee will be employed by
Ernst and Ernst Accounting
firm in June

Bride's Dress
The bride who was escorted
down the aisle by her brother,
Larry E. Lowery of Rockford,
was attired in a full length
white gown fashioned with a
heavily embroidered bodice
with a high neckline trimmed
with an organza ruffle, long full
sleeves, and a full skirt of silk
organza which flowered into a
long train. Her veil was made
up of silk organza flowers
nestled in the traditional bridal
net
Miss Ada Sue Hutson of
Murray, maid of honor, was
attired in a navy blue and white
floral voile print gathered at the
waist with long sleeves cuffed in
white and touches of white at
the neckline and waist. The
dress was accented by a wide
brimmed white hat trimmed
with a navy blue ribbon
fashioned Into a bow in the
back.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
Mary Conies Stolze of St. Louis,
Mo., and Elaine Hamby of
were
who
Greenville
dressed identically like the
maid of honor.
Pfc. Wayne Harmon of
Paducah was best man for Mr.
McGee. Groomsmen were
Tommy Walker of Pittsburg,
Pa., and Marvin Singleton of
Louisville.
The guests were ushered to
their seats by Kenny Thomas of
Frankfort and Alan Raidt of
Mayfield.
The bride's mother was attired in a light pink linen coat

Winners Named For
Ladies Day Golf
Winners for the regular ladies
day golf held at the Murray
Country Club on Wednesday.
May 9, have been announced by
the hostess for that day, Into
Orr
Team winners for thekay
were Margaret Shuffett,
Elizabeth Slushmeyer, and
kale Cilltvrood.
Other wthriers w
riftrtl,longest drive on
Fraok,Zosest to
, low
No. 9; and Betty-kewar,
Putts.
luncheon Was
A potluck
served at noon.

Group III of the First
Christian Church CWF will
meet with Mrs. W.Z. Carter at
7:30 p.m. with the program by
Mrs. Dan Hutson.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Dr. Samuel R.
Dodson, Jr., as speaker.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Kenneth Winters, Hal Houston,
Tommy Alexander, Allen
McCoy, and Joe Hal Spann.
The Almo vrc will meet at
the school at two p.m.
Prayer and Service Breakfast
of Phase III Key '73 will be at
the Holiday Inn at eight a.m.
National
Murray Unit of
have
will
Hairdressers
promotional dinner at the
Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 15
TOPS No. Ky. 34, Murray
(Take Off Pounds Sensible) will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p m. All interested
persons are invited.
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Hugh Adams at 12:30 p.m.
The United Methodist Women
of the Good Shepherd Church
will meet at the church at two
p.m.
The Dorothy Group of the
Baptist Women of First Church

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
will be
p.m. Hostesses
Mesdames Morgan Sisk, Hugh
Noffsinger, William Porter,
Donald Story, Vernon Nance,
Wayne Keller, LM. Holloway.
and Miss Lillian Tate.
The Senior Citizens will leave
the Ellis Community Center at
9:30 a.m. for its bus tour of
Land Between the Lakes.
Wednesday, May 11
The regular ladies day luncheon will be served at noon at
the Murray Country Club with
Mrs. Howard Tttsworth, phone
75.3-6828, as chairman of the
hostesses' committee composed
Christine
of Mesdames
Graham, Marshall Garland,
Kenneth W. Goode, Don C
Grogan, James C. Hart, Lochie
Hart, Raymond T. Hewitt,
Henry E. Holton, Nat Ryan
Hughes, and Woodfin Hutson.
Bridge will be at nine a.m. with
Mrs. Darold Keller and Mrs
Stuart Poston as hostesses.
The Kirksey PTA Executive
Board will meet at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Bohannon
at 1:30 p.m.
lhe Sunshine Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Jean McClure at 12:30
P.m.
The Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the home of
Mrs. Keith Letterman at seven
p.m.
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Dennis Cobb at one p.m.
The Baptist Young Women of
Flint Church will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
VISIT SON
Mr.and Mrs. Fred Stone have
returited-te their home on SheWa Circle after a visit with their
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Stone of Jackson, Miss.

JOHNSONS
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.

Open Sunday Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
Pure

Gr. Beef
Sal. Dressing
Pepsi

lb

- Salad Bowl

&Bottle Carton

10-oz.

Plus Bottles or Deposit

89'
Qt39'
49'

Purina HigiOntein_
VIII

Chow

25., 379
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Sportsman's Notebook

Rigging Your Boat For Crappie fins
does make it look a little more
All you need to set yourself up tor about a half-dollar each,
By JERRY ALLEN
pleasing to the eyes to have
Every year on Kentucky Lake for spider rigging is a 12- to 14- dismantle them and set them
outdoor carpet on your rig.
when the dogwoods jewel the foot boat, preferably alum- aside for now.
Some fishermen prefer to get
Go to the scrap pile of your
forest and the smell of nimum,flat-bottom or V-bottom
a wide piece of %-inch plywood
To start out with basics, let's favorite lumber yard and pick
honeysuckle fills the air and the
board and cut it to fit the contour of the
crappie run is in full swing, get poles. I've found that 10-foot yourself out a 6 x 3,4-inch
boat, then cut a hole for the
width,
boat's
your
as
long
as
are
poles
extension
the
over
fiberglass
all
from
fishermen
minnow bucket. This aLie is a
nation truck it to Kentucky the most effective for handling then set it 12 inches in front of
really handy item, then you've
Lake to cash in on America's slabs. Then get yourself some your seats.
Once you've got the board, got minnows at your fingertips.
most scrappy species of cheap 20-pound test line and
two k4-incii holes in it,
drill
you're in business.
crappie.
Reels can either be hand- starting six inches from each
Almost everyone uses the
taking
made by taping a piece Of Y1- end and then 12 inches between
standard method of
all
•O
Irr
crappie in the mood for love. inch rubber hose to the pole for each hole. Four holes is
a'•
Taking a long cane pole, a the line to be wound on or one you'll neeed for your pole
carried
1.41.0
4
'
bobber and a bunch of shinners, can purchase small reels for holders so don't get
using
fishermen scull along the banks less than a dollar almost away unless you plan on
six poles.
in the shallows dunking a anywhere.
Now take the 14-inch bolts and
I'd recommend a minimum of
minnow at every likely looking
nuts you got with the pole
wing
front
the
in
and
person
two poles per
spot, including stumps
sunken cedar trees, then lifting of the boat so you can regulate holders and slip them through
By VIRGIL WARD
the holes. Attach the curved
out ole Kentucky slab-aides that depth until a slab is located.
is
This
side.
top
the
to
section
HOW TO FIND
size
you
in
Next
like
matched
might
to
stop by
can't be
GOOD FISHING
your local sport shop and pick the part that will later hold your
anywhere in the nation.
To find good fishing spots,
Once the run is over, most up a couple of plastic formed poles. Now attach the wing nut
experienced anglers use topothe
on
this
and
washer
a
over
for
chairs
in
and
pole
mounting
their
the
front
up
roll
fishermen
graphical maps, depth finders
head homeward waiting for of your boat. Quality of the holder and you are in business. and temperature met era.
of
problem
the
comes
Now
These tools are readily availanother year. Little do they chairs is left up to the inknow, they are missing out on dividual, however, the better mounting your pole holder to able to you as well. They will
increase your enjoyment of
the best fishing of the year for the chair, the longer it will be of the boat. Take two of the screw fishing -- and your catches.
left
had
you
sections
clamp
service to you.
These devices are very usebig slab crappie.
Next, get yourself a flat from the pole holders and ful because you usual 1 y
Most two-and three-pound
haven't the time to fish every
board, 10 x ;4 inches, and drill simply bend or adjust them to square
slabs are taken right after they
foot of a good lake.
come off the bed and holes for your seat breakets, clamp on your holder board and Instead, you must plan your
congregate on the deep water being sure to countersink the you're in the spider rigging attack.
First, study
ledges. This is when the slabs bolt heads. They're hard on the business. Any alterations can be
done to the clamps if needed. It your "topo"
are really hungry and hit boat seat if left protruding.
map carefully.
Once you've mounted your all depends on how the gunwale Pick out an
savagely at anything in their
made.
is
boat
your
of
that has
area
inches
six
approximately
chairs
way.
Now sit yourself down in your coves and
Guides on Kentucky Lake apart, so they'll have room to
rig and let's just see how it feels brush—or one
have long stated that the best swivel, you might want to drill a
that simply
be in a custom made rig. But looks good —
to
your
of
end
each
on
"b-inch
hole
time for fishing is late May and
it
can't
be
for the
finished
and
you say.
early June, after most fisher- boat seat so you can attach the
This is true. You'll need a time being
A
screws.
metal
with
board
the
for
home
men have gone
trolling motor, too. You may forget the
rest of the
year. This is the time to get out stationary set of chairs is safe
want carpet on your pole lake.
even
Virgil Ward
your tools and build your when moving from place to
you'll
case
that
In
bolder
board.
Circle that
"spider rig" and then take to place:
and then
map
your
on
area
Now comes the goodie. Find have to take off the nuts and note the potential hot spots
the ledges in search of some
be
can
do
they
to
but
bolts
this,
type
yourself four screw-on
in that location on a scratch
real slabs.
irserted once it's covered. It pad. Be sure to mark ditches,
I know of nowhere else in the poleholders. You can get these
nation where the guides and
fishermen use a technique for
taking crappie that is as effective as a spider rig on the
ledges. This method originated
in the 1950's but is now catching
on like wildfire all over Kentucky Lake area. Dock owners
agree that fishermen using this
method of spider rigging take a
greater number of wcpfe than
fishing
those that don't
deep water ledges
The spider rig is unique in
that it resembles spider legs
frorn above or from a distance.
It consists of many poles spread
out in every direction mounted
in pole holders and rigged on a
platform with various other
deep water fishing equipment
close at hand. This rig and a
hand operated troll motor
allows the angler to run the
ridges in search of Ole Mr. Slabsides.
Two position chairs in the
front of the boat afford the
fishermen comfort as well as
A spreader rig like the one here can easily be made for taking crappie on the ledges.
easy access to biting, lighting
crappie as he's lifted over the
side

0
FISHING

TABERS
BODY SHOP, Inc.
24 Hr. Wrecker Service —

1301 Chestnut

753-3134

'N'

474-2344

Aurora, Ky.

Stanciir
7•=•=•=•=•=0=.0•=•=0

By THE ASSOCIATE
National Leas
East
W.. L.
17 13
Chicago
15 14
New York
12 12
Pittsburgh
12 14
Montreal
Philadelphia 11 16
721
St. Louis
West
San Francisco 24 11
21 11
Houston
18 12
Cincinnati
Los Angeles 18 14
10 18
Atlanta
1310
San Diego
Friday's Gan
Chicago 4, Philadel
St. Louis 12, Mont
New York 4, Pittsb
San Diego at Atli
poned
Houston 5, ancinzu
Los Angeles 3, San
2
Saturday's Ga
New York (Seavo
Pittsburgh (Moose :Philadelphia (Twi
at Chicago (Rem:he
Las Angeles (Sutt
San Francisco(
San Diego (Grief
lanta (Dobai 24), N
Montreal (McAnal
St. Louis (Bibby 0-1)
Cincinnati (Grim
Houston IReuss 4-1),
Sunday's Gam
Philadelphia at Ch
San Diego at Atlas
New York at Pitts]
Montreal at St. La
Cincinnati at Hoot
Los Angeles at Ssr

It

0-4

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

Outboard Mercury Dealer

Open 5 a.m.

Al's Tips

Cower was out stringing a mess,
of fish for his supper.
Ted Maggard, Dub Polley
Bob Malone, Don A. Jones, Don
E. Jones, Jim Smith, Jerry
Maupin, Jerry Atkins, Jerry
McConnell and Dale Spann all
took a short weekend trip tc
Beech Lake over the weekend
The crew was reported to have
taken some nice bass.
Malone took a five-pound bass
on his first cast while Don A.
Jones boated a 6'1 pound bass
Jim Smith wasted no time and
boated his six-pound hog with
gusto. The crew are all memhers of the Murray Bass Club
Hugh Massey, Murray's pru
fisherman, recently placed 11th
in Lake Seminole's bass tournament and that's plenty good
Nearly 200 people participated
in the tournament.
Massey says the lake's red
hot right now; if you're planning a trip to go, now's the time
Jerry McConnell recently
strung six nice bass on Kentucky Lake in the grass on the
famous Bi 0. You bass busters
will be glad to hear that the
Club
Bass
Madisonville
recently released 5,000 bass
Kentucky
flitgerlIngs into
and Barkley lake and have
plans of releasing 8,000 more as 7
the water recedes.
1
We were proud to hear about
OWe Barnett taking to the field
over the weekend to gain a little
fellowship with his grandson,
Vick, and a lot of exercise for
him and the dogs. Vick is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tomrm
_Marshall of Murray.

• lard, t Pil.e-ttme'
JI
:timid and national freshiga'ter fishing champion, is seen
weekly on the. ••'C'hamplosiJerry Bohn, right and his neighbor Gene, are shown with a nice string of crappie they took out of
ship Fishing" TV' series. Send
your questions to Virgil Ward, Irvin Cobb.
P.O. Box 6, Mankato. Minn.
Staff Photos by Jerry Allen
56001.

Mack 8 Mack
The only smiling
blue eyed Shiners
in West Ky.
Boats of Your Choice
v• Camping and Fishing Supplies

sportsmen, things are again
this week on the low side of good
speaking of fishing.
when
However, several fishermen
are venturing out to haul in nice
keeper crappie and an occasional bass.
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes
are falling steadily with the
temperature of both lakes in the
A common garden trowel is
high 60's. Top water bassin'
Among
tool.
camp
a handy
open up soon if the lake
should
performing other jobs, it can be
to clear as it has in
used to dig a six-inch-deep continues
past days.
drainage ditch around your
Barkley Lake produced a nice
tent. This takes only a little time
string of 40 crappie for Darrel
and will help keep you dry if the
and Billy Mitchell over the
Weather is wet, if the ground is
weekend. The string was taken
not right for drainage or if your
around 20 feet of water.
ground cloth is less than perBob Alsup and his dad have
fect.
been at it again and like always
Sawdust mixed with they brought home a really nice
kerosene is a sure fire-starter. string of crappie. All were
In a tightly sealed can, it can be caught in deep water from
stowed in your car or truck.
Bob's spider rig.
Insect repellent will usually
Purdom Parks took several
ward off ticks as well as other nice crappie right off the dock
bugs. Although it works on pets at Panarama shores and
as well as on people, it should be managed to take a bass while
used sparingly on amimils as drowning the minows for a
they may lick it.
crappie.
When camping bring along
Pat Scott and his in-laws,
a roll of reflector tape. It's great 'Billy Edmonds,Jo Ann and Kim
for marking things around took a nice mess of crappie
camp so that you can find them across from Blood River Dock
easily in the day. When you over the weekend.
explore an area, use it to mark
Ken Dean and Al Kipp tried
trees to guide you back to camp the crappie and ended up cateither before or after dark.
ching a string of sauger in deep
The crappie run occurs when water Sunday at the same spot
water temperatures reach 60 to Ken and Don Rye had taken 25
65 degrees and crappie move slabs the day before.
Kennie Allen, assisted by his
close to the shoreline, around
submerged weeds, stumps, son, took a nice bunch of eating
brush, treetops, etc., to spawn. size crappie Saturday on deep
water ledges. while Jackie

feathers
landpoints ponds, rock-piles,
road beds, banks, bars, creek
mouths, timber and fields.
railroads, ridges, cemeteries,
etc.
Next, take a water temperature reading at your selected
spot. Bass, for example, generally prefer a 66P70 degree
comfort band. Note the depth
where the temperature appears favorable for bass and
then look for good cover, such
as brush or rock piles, at that
depth.
You now have the temperature at the depth where the
bass should be and also a fair
idea of the structure beneath
the surface. Start fishing. You
should do very well.
How do you return to the
same hot spot? Easy.
Take your topo map and,
while you're still at your good
fishing spot, find a prominent
object to the north — a water
tower, say, or a ranger station. Find another easily visible object to the west.
After you locate these landmarks on your map, draw
straight lines to your present
position on the map. Your
Spot is where the two lines
cross. This method, called triangulation, is one of the best
and easiest ways of pinpointing the spot you want to fish
again.
When you do go back, take
your map, finder and meter
You may want to find another
hot spot on that lake.
•
•
Dear Virgil;
/'m going to be buying some
new tackle for my son and
myself pretty soon. We fish
fresh water, but don't get too
much time during the year at
the sport — not near as much
as we'd tike. What type of
equipment would be the best
for us?
Joe Bride
Rochester. N. Y.
Dear Joe,
For the average angler who
spends only a few days each
year fishing, I suggest spincast equipment. Don't confuse
this with spinning tackle.
While the two are somewhat
similar, they are in other
ways quite different. Many
people feel that spin-casting
is easier than spinning and
the great number of spincasting reels being sold indicate that millions of people
think It is, Check with youi
local sporting goods dealer
and ask 'him to ishOw you the
JohnSon line of spin casting
. reels. Hell be able
rods enc}
to properly miteh - rods and,
reels for you.
Virgil Ward
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Supplies

Hwy. 94E. Murron,l0":.

753-3734

FISHERMEN
Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies

no lb •

III Mr

We carry the Wilson line
of Sporting Equipment for All Sports
if you're hunter, ask about our
siTialon of guns

Fenton 8 Hodge
205 So. 5th

753-4469
George Hodge, owner
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11 1
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9 1
Texas
Friday's Gs
Baltimore 3, New
Boston 4, Cleve
Detroit 6, ?awes
Oakland 4, Texas
Kansas City 6, Ml
Chicago 7, Califa
Saturday's G
Baltimore (Alen
New York (Stottlen
Cleveland (Perry
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FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
gp■"°"1--•Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2511

Check Big K For....

Guns

Central Shopping Ceder
Murray, Ky.

Remington -Browning
Winchester

Shells
Remington -Federal
Hunting & Fishing
Licenses
Winchester
Camping * Fishing * Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

TOS

One of the Largest
Selections of Sporting Goods in West Ky.
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
•No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore!
""""" Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sunday

HUNTERS -FISHERMEN:
Get to Where the Action Is!

Jeep Puts
You There!

(14witt

Cain & Treas
Motor Sales
American Motors Dealer
306 Coldwater Road
753-6448
am=
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CO. INC.
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LOUISVILLE -.(AP)- Indiana Coach Bobby Leonard
has vowed that game No. 7 in
the American Basketball Association championship playoff
series would be the most wide
open offensive showdown in
what has been a defense-dominated series.
The Kentucky Colonels, especially Dan Issel and Coach Joe
tifidlaney, didn't expect a shootout.
"Both teams have been trying to score 100 points (something neither has dome on an
average night in the series),"
Mullaney pointed out.
Kentucky planned no surprises for the grand finale.
There had been nothing like a
home court advantage in the
series. Each team had won
only one game at home.
Kentucky, playing at Indianapolis turned the home
court to the Pacers' disadvantage Thursday night with
a 100-93 decision.
Indiana had taken two titles
and was the defender in today's
game. Kentucky hadn't won an
ABA tile in six playoff tries. It
came close in 1971, taking Utah
to a seventh game in the final
series before losing in Salt
Lake.
"I've been waiting six years
for a championship ring," Colonel Louie Dampier remarked.
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"and now Saturday I've got a
chance for it. And I've got to
have it."
Leonard said he planned to
dart Roger Brown instead of
Darnell Hillman at forward
spot, bringing the Pacers back
to the starting lineup - Brown,
George McGinnis, Mel Daniels,
Donnie Freeman and Freddie
Lewis - that Kentucky had
faced most often this year.
Mullaney planned to floor Isgel, Walt Simon, Artis Gilmore,
Rick Mount and Dampier for
the opening tipoff That was the
same lineup he used during the
series and Kentucky's most
frequent starting five, since
Claude Virden's early season
Mee injury.

"We've done more testing in
By JERRY GARRETT
run nearly flat out all the way
Writer
last seven or eight months
Sports
Press
the
Associated
- instead of backing off the
INDIANAPOLIS( AP )--Sixty- throttle in the turns. But the than ever before," he said
one of the 13 cars entered in wings increased the strain on "We've had less trouble at high
speeds. We hope that carries
this year's Indianapolis 500- the engine."
race. This could be
mile race are powered by tiny
The wings slowed down can over to the
four-cylinder engines smaller in the straightway but in- the knockdown, dragout most
competitive race we've ever
than the power plants in many creased traction in the turns.
compact passenger cars.
"Troubles we hadn't had beAll of the 14 cars that have
But these sophisticated Of- fore immediately showed up,"
gone 190 or better so far in
fenhauser engines, which also Porter said.
powered by ()f.
have carried the Miller and
Pistons and fuel and ignition practice are
Mayer & Drake mark for half a systems all had to be rede- fenhausers.
Brothers Al and Bobby Unser
century, have been refined in signed. Most of the problems
Offy-powered cars
the laboratory of auto racing.
been cleared up or im- piloted their
have
makes
team
basketball
club for the first
-star
engineering
190
.,J
the
an
Into
Brazil's
Porter,
of
Herb
,iber
flyinc;
Porter
Hair
But
noted.
HAIR-RAISINGproved, he
Bobby's
Wednesday.
&
Tire
Gooct-vir
time
for
Mexico.
consultant
against
unladylike face in a game
said he doesn't know what
Rubber Co., says the Offy en- problems lurk at speeds of 200 Eagle had the track's fastest
trip Wednesday at 193.296.
gine is the most powerful, inch m.p.h.
The Unaers were joined over
for inch, in history. Porter con"This is unexplored territory.
ducts the company's tire and We know what is going to hap- the 190 mark by Mario Anengine testing on a fulltime pen at 185 or even 190. But we dretti, Gordon Johncock, Jimand Savage.
basis.
don't know what is going to my Carruthers
Forty-two cars, high for the
But Porter, sometimes re- happen at 200."
the track with
ferred to as the father of the
To get an idea of the com- season, were on
modern Offenhauser engine, plications of higher speeds, only two days until the first
notes the basic engine is not all Porter's organization has been round of qualifying for the
race
six innings, but that powerful.
in
hits
three
testing more than ever.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Along with Mayberry's batIn a 1,500-pound race car, the
the game in the seventh
BALTIMORE (AP) - Slen- Associated Press Sports Writer ting show, Kansas City winner left
when Vic Harris tagged him for four-cylinder, 160-cubic-inch erider, tanned Kathy Cornelius
After 19 games, the Min- Bruce Dal Canton had the suphomer. "It was more than gine could only manage about
a
took the lead in the Lady Car- nesota Twins have finally port of four double plays.
Harris' home run that made 125 miles an hour, Porter said.
threeling Open golf tournament Fri- learned how to pitch to John
Jim Palmer pitched a
me take Blue out," said Oak- Horsepower would be near 200.
day, and she attributes her sue- Mayberry.. very carefully.
hitter and Ellie Hendricks
But throw on a supercharger
Manager Dick Williams.
land
• to working on perfecting a
The Kansas City bomber con- slugged a two-run homer as
"Vida threw a lot of pitches in and a fuel injection system,
Minnesota
the
wreck
to
particular golf swing.
tinued
Baltimore stopped New York.
and instantly you have about
six innings-over 100."
Mrs. Cornelius, 40, said she Twins with .a home run, triple
Luis Tient pitched a four-hithorsepower and the potenfour
800
lashed
Henderson
Ken
RAMONA, Calif. (AP) - and practiced on the green ashas been playing a little better and single Friday night that ter and John Kennedy blasted a
register a 200-mile-an- Bobby Riggs says if he beats phalt court where the match
to
Allen
tial
Dick
and
hits
straight
on the Ladies Professional Golf powered the Royals to a 6-2 vic- two-run homer as Boston deslammed a double and two sin- hour lap, be said.
Margaret Court in their $10,000 will take place.
aCto=s40.0•00.=•C•C•0•04=setke
Association tour recently be- tory.
feated Cleveland. After giving
running with challenge tennis match here
Savage,
CaliMargaret, winner of 30 naSwede
defeated
Chicago
as
gles
cause she has been trying to
Mayberry's three RBI gave the Indians runs in the first two
Porter's engines, has Sunday, he'll probably take the tional tiles in her illustrious
his
of
one
posted
Bahnsen
Stan
fornia.
get a larger body turn into her him 27 against Minnesota in the innings on George Hendrick's
career and leading money winfifth victory in seven decisions turned in a 147.802 lap, the fast- show on the road.
string
last 19 games dating back to sacrifice fly and Dave Dunthis month at the Inler on the Virginia Slims tour,
far
so
est
six-hitter.
a
with
"I wasn't driving it very last year.
"I had a call from Bill Tal- was accompanied by her yachtcan's homer, Tient held Clevent.=•CoIt2s0Ct•XsCYCKT0C:sesCse
dianapolis Motor Speedway.
far," she said, "but I was drivIn that period. Mayberry has land hitless and scoreless the
bert in New York," the 56-year- irnan husband Barry of Perth
in
lap
192.5
a
recorded
,,Savage
PRESS
By THE ASSOCIATED
ing it straight and that's the also had the Twins beside rest of the way.
practice Wednesday for the old former world men's cham- and her 14-month-old son DanNaliosel League
themselves with eight home
key on this golf course."
pion said today, "and he told ny, who wore a button which
May 28 race.
East
the
2-2
game
tied
Kennedy
The mother of two fired a runs and a .441 batting averme that if a place like the San said,"Bobby Riggs, BLEAR!"
horsepower
5
about
get
"We
G.B.
Pct.
L
W..
with his second-inning shot
three-under-par 70 Friday at age.
"They tell me 30,000 women
per cubic inch," Porter said. Diego Country Estates can hold
17 13 .567 Chicago
In the American League's after Danny Cater was hit by a
Pine Ridge Golf Course to take
you've got that kind of a match for $10,000, Forest are wearing this button in Can"If
2
/
16 14 .517 11
New York
Red
Sox
their
pitch.
scored
The
a two-stroke lead after the first other games, the Baltimore
horsepower out of your average Hills should be able to hold one ada," Margaret said. Riggs
12 12 .600 2
Pittsburgh
round of the $30,000 tourna- Orioles blanked the New York winning run on Carl Yastrcar with a 327 cubic for $20,000.
was not without his supportpassenger
12 14 .462 3
Montreal
ment.
Yankees 3-0; the Boston Red zemski's RBI bouncer in the
"We talked about a return ers-a large delegation from
would have
you
engine,
Inch
2
/
Philadelphia 11 16 .407 41
third.
FREEMAN.
H.
By DENNE
"What really got me going," Sox trimmed the Cleveland Inmatch at Forest Hills. Billie
721 .2509
St. Louis
Mickey Lolich gave up 10 hits Associated Press Sports Writer about 1,600 horsepower. We get Jean King will want a shot. The Newport Beach equipped with
she said, "was reaching the dians 4-2; the Detroit Tigers
cubic
per
horsepower
buttons which say, "Riggs
more
West
DALLAS (AP) - Arthur
first hole, a par five, in two nipped the Milwaukee Brewers and survived two unearned
other car in whole world is interested. I Raiders."
any
than
now
Inch
San Francisco 14 11 .666 in
over
runs
triumph
Detroit's
Smith
Stan
favored
Ashe and
6-5; the Oakland A's turned
Mots and making a birdie."
may go all over the world,
the history of the world.
Bobby, looking trim and fit,
2
/
21 11 .666 11
Hosidon
The first hole is 447 yards back the Texas Rangers 4-3 and Milwaukee. Aurelio Rodriguez, have battled their way into an
playing the top women play- worked out with Lornie Kulde,
lot
a
get
still
could
we
"While
2
1
/
3
.800
18 11
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Dick
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World
Freehan
McAuliffe,
the
of
final
all-American
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as
played
Sox
White
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the Chicago
long and is
a young pro from Las Vegas,
2
/
and Mickey Stanley each drove Champloruihip of Tennis and more power, it would be a less
Los Angeles 18 14 .563 41
a par four, but was made a par the California Angels 7-4.
power is
Talbert is the chairman of Nev., and then sat in the stands
More
engine.
reliable
2
1
10 18 .357 10/
a
the
in
other
run
Tiger
Atlanta
and
for
match
Amine says Sunday's
National League scores: Chifive only for the Lady Carling
available for this year's race the U.S. Open championships.
while Margaret traded shots
U 10 .366 11
San Diego
cago 4, Philadelphia 3; St. two scored on Milwaukee the $60,000 first prize will be than last year's with a greater
teurnement.
Riggs and the 30-year-old with Tony Trabert, former
Friday's Games
in
first
and
the
errors
throwing
shotguns
d
double-barrele
"two
54York
The second round of the
Louis 12, Montreal 0; New
Mrs. Court, the No. 1 player in Wimbledon and U.S. champ
degree of reliability."
Chicago 4, Philedelphia 3
at 28 feet.'
bole tournament, which carries 4, Pittsburgh 3; Houston 5, Cin- fifth innings.
tennis, will meet in a who is the tennis pro here.
women's
he
Indianapolis,
at
Winning
St Louis 12, Montreal 0
Joe Rudi and Dick Green
Ashe stunned defending
a $4,500 first prize, was to be cinnati 1 and Los Angeles 3,
set match at the
comthe
best-of-three
on
depends
Bobby's comments were taksaid,
New York 4, Pittsburgh 3
played Saturday, with the third San Francisco 2. Rain post- each drove in a pair of runs to champion Ken Rosevrall 6-4, eSan Diego at Atlanta, post- and final round scheduled for poned the San Diego-Atlanta lead Oakland over Texas. Win- 1, 5-7, 14, 6-2 in a marathon 2 bination of "the power you can San Vicente Country Club here en with a grain of salt. He is a
noted psyche artist and rener Vida Blue gave up iust hour, 47 minute semifinal Fri- get, the power you can use and for a winner-take-all purse.
game.
Sunday.
Each will receive $7,500 to nowned tennis hustler. Prior to
together" and the ability
1
Houston 5, Cincinnati
day night after Smith had stay
the race on the $10,000 from the Columbia the workouts, Bobby sought to
Las Angeles 3, San Francisco
=abed another Australian, to complete
Broadcasting System,televising soften his opponent with a
allotted.
fuel
of
amount
2
Rod Laver, 4-6,6-4, 74, 7-6.
match nationally starting at stream of chatter that sounded
the
Porter
ago,
years
Twenty
Saturday's Games
Smith, a former Southern
have believed 200 3:30 p.m. EDT.
like a Muhammad All.
New York (Seaver 3-3) et
California star, has won more would not
But
Both Riggs and Mrs. Court
Indy.
at
possible
Margaret refused to be upset.
speeds
Pittsburgh (Moose 2-2)
year
first
than $100,000 in his
burgeoning
this
he
into
technology,
checked
and
do the talking, Bobby. I
"You
testing
0-0)
(Twitcbell
Philadelphia
on the WCT tour. Mho went to
noted, have come a long way real estate development in the have nothing to say until Sunat Chicago (Reuectel 2-2)
crosstown rival UCLA. '
building cars rich San Vicente Valley Friday day."
Las Angeles (Sutton 3-3) at
"We've only played three since he started
1946.
in
here
3-2)
Willoughby
(
Francisco
San
League games,Houston downed no-hitter just before Joe broke times since 1870 and I've beatBy BRUCE LOWITT
San Diego (Grief 1-2) at At- Associated Press Sports Writer Cincinnati 5-1, the New York It up," the Houston hurler said. en him every time," Ashe said
The original Offy, he said,
* RE-ELECT *
lanta (Dobon 2-4), N
has undergone four major deMets nipped Pittsburgh 4-3, the "But I don't worry about it un- "He's one of my best friends."
Alan Foster can't kick.
Superchargers
changes.
Montreal (McAnally 1-1) at
Ashe and Smith displayed sign
The one-time bonus baby of Chicago Cute edged Phila- til the later inning'. Then I go
St. Louis (Bibby 0-1), N
the Los Angeles Dodgers cer- delphia 4-3 and Los Angeles for it." Lee May's two-run bullet serves in ousting the and turbochargers have been
Cincinnati (Grimsley 4-1) at tainly had nothing to gripe slipped past San Francisco 3-2. homer gave Wilson all the runs Australian contingent. Rooter/all added and refined.
Houston .( Reuss 4-1), N
Overall appearance of the enabout after what he and his St. San Diego's game at Atlanta he needed in a decisive three- had beaten Lever for the WCT
timidity's Games
title the only other two time. it gine has not changed in the last
run second inning.
Louis teammates did Friday was rained out.
Philadelphia at Chicago, 2
Unbeaten rookie pitcher Har- has been decided. The Aussies five years, but speeds have
In the American League it
night.
Ward B
San Diego at Atlanta, 2
They battered former Cardi- was Baltimore 3, New York ry Parker won his third game meet today in a consolation soared nearly 25 m.p.h.
have
cars
Pittsburgh
the
New York at
"The wings on
nal Mike Tones and four relief Yankees 0; Boston 4, Cleveland for the Meta with relief help match for the $10,500 third
Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated
been responsible for that," PorMontreal at St. Louis
pitchers for 15 hits and routed 2; Detroit 6, Milwaukee 5; Oak- from Tug McGraw-but New place prize.
Reid Pol Ad.,Paid hY W R Forches.604['Vier
Cincinnati at Houston
Both the 20-year-old Ashe and ter said. "When the wings
the Motreal Expos 12-0 behind land 4, Texas 3; Kansas City 6, York Manager Yogi Berra was
to
Francisco
possible
San
became
it
in,
Los Angeles at
Minnesota 2, and Chicago White anything but relaxed following Rosetrall played in five-set came
Foeter's four-hitter.
the squeaker over the Pirates matches Thursday night and
But that's not the real reason Sox 7, California 4.
Americas League
his first In which the Meta got the win- limewall, nine years the senior,
was
of
victory
because
It's
Folder's
kick.
can't
he
East
in near- ning run on two hit batsmen started sluggishly.
W.. L Pct. G.B. tendons he tore in his right In the National League
first and a pair of walks by Ramon
Smith was in command all
14 15 .483 - shoulder back in 1968, when he ly three years and his
Detroit
majors Hernandez in the seventh in- the way after he doubled faultthe
in
game
complete
Dodgers
the
with
was
.481
14
13
Baltimore
ed at set point in the opening
ning.
Before that, the big, blond since July 18, 1e71.
2 California native had a Juan
1
12 14 .462 /
Boston
Don Wilson, who has thrown
"You're damned right I'm set.
12 14 .412 Vs Marichal-type delivery. "I used two no-hitters in his career in- worried," said Berra, whose
Milwaukee
"My mind was 10 miles away
1215 .444 1
New York
to have this big kick," he said, cluding one against Cincinnati Meta were wrecked by injuries for some reason," Smith said.
13 17 .433 11/111 "but, after that, I had to in 1969, was doing it to the a year ago. Rusty Staub, whose "Losing that first set made me
Cleveland
•
West
change to a no-windup delivery. Reds again until Joe Morgan absence after being hit by a realize I'd be gone in about an
.750 - It might be I'm just getting doubled to break the spell in pitch started the Meta' 1972 hour if I didn't wake up."
18
Chicago
Kansas City 19 11 .633 2
The finals are scheduled for 1
skid, and Jerry Grote were the
the sixth inning.
over the thing now."
16 14 .533 5
Oakland
"I started thinking about a victims of Hernandez' wildness. p.m, EDT Sunday and will be
In Friday's other National
13 13 .500 6
California
Staub suffered only tissue nationally televised.
11 13 .458 7
Minnesota
damage on his left index finger
2
1
9 16 .360 9/
Texas
but Grote had a broken bone in
Horsehide
Friday's Games
his right forearm. It will be
Baltimore 3, New York 0
pieced in a cast for six weeks.
NEW YORK (API- Step
Boston 4, Cleveland 2
Randy Hundley broke a 3-3 aside, Dobbin. Bowie's movDetroit 6, Milwaukee 5
tie with a two-out home run in in' in.
Oakland 4, Texas 3
the sixth inning to power the
Since the turn of the century,
Kansas City 6, Minnesota 2
Cubs past the Phlllies. He also the major leagues have relied
SPECIAL
Chicago 7, California 4
doubled home a run in the exclusively on horsehide to covUnlined
Saturday's Games
Cute' three-run second inning.
er their baseballs.
per pleat
v. 2O
Baltimore ( Alexander 3-0) at
San Francisco third baseman
Now, because of a shortage
New York (Stottlemyre 4-4)
Dave Kingman's fielding error of quality horsehide in the
) It
Bosat
Cleveland (Perry 4-4)
allowed a pair of crucial sixth- United States, the national pas'
All month long!
ton (Curtis 1-2)
inning runs and Joe Ferguton time is introducing the cowDecorator Pleats Extra
the
in
Milwaukee(Mateo 1-2) at Dewinner
drove in the
hide-covered ball.
troit(Fryman 2-2)
eighth for the Dodgers Iwo
The playing rules committee
Oakland (Odom 0-5) at Texas
walks preceded Bill Russell's has amended Rule No. 1.09 to
Folded or on fAmo
which permit the use of cowhide. And,
two-out
grounder
(Broberg 0-3), N
Hangars
111 All Week
at
3-2)
Minnesota (Hands
bounced through Kioginan'S without knowing it, players
legs In the eighth, Manny have already used the cowhide
Kansas City (SPlittorff 5-1). N
Chicago (Fidler 4-1) at CaliMots tripled and Ferguson hit ball, in some spring training
a sacrifice fly.
fornia (Wright 0-6), N
and batting practice. Officially,
Sunday's Games
though, the newer ball isn't exBaltimore at New York, 2
pected to make its appearance
Control Shopping Confer
From 1960 .ttu-ough l2 the In regularaeason Play until
_ Milwaukee at-Detroit
Open 7 o.m.4 p:ftv Morr-Seit.
batted
late Roberto Clemente
at Boston
1934-although -Commissioner
312 or higher in 12 of his last 13
Illhatesota at Kansas City
Kuhn said ft might be
SPLASH!- Indiana's Victor Betz falls into water during
years with the Pittsburgh Pi- Bowie
KNITS should be DRYCLEANED by PROFESSIONALS
Chicago at California. N
used sometime this season
Wisconsin.
against
race
steeplechase
rates
Oakland at Texas, N
-

Kathy Cornelius
Takes Lead In
Ladies Tourney

Mayberry Powers Kansas City
To 6-2 Victory Over Minnesota

Riggs May Take Show
On Road If He Wins

Standings

Ashe, Smith To
Battle For World Title

St. Louis Cardinals Trample
Montreal Expos 12-0 Friday

WM. R. FURCHES
CITY COUNCIL

MONDAY TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Drycleaning SPECIAL
I PIECE
PLAIN

DRESSILS

.11•111.

n

SPORT COATS
BLAZERS
SWEATERS
any 2for

C
264

Laundered

5 990

One HOUR cLeaneFts
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'Vernon Stubblefield Day'

PAGE SEVEN

Your lndividu

FOR SU/'

Vernon Stubblefield, Sr., the only charter member who has maintained continuous membership
in the Murray Rotary Club since its establishment in 1924, was honored with an unprecedented
-Vernon Stubblefield Day" program at the club Thursday.
Arranged by a committee made up of L.J. Hortin, Ronald Churchill and Max B. Hurt, Mr.
Stubblefield, who will be 94 years of age on May 20 was lauded throughout the proceedings for "49
.years of service above self to the club and a life-time dedication to his community."
Present as special guests were his three sons and their wives: U.S. Congressman and Mrs.
Frank Albert Stubblefield and Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., of Murray, and Dr. and
Mrs. Robert Stubblefield of Memphis.
Also present was a granddaughter, Mrs. Jenny Sue Stubblefield Smock, and her husband, Hunt,
a member of the Murray State University faculty.
The 11th president of the Murray Rotary Club, Mr. Stubblefield is one of three surviving
• members of the 20 charter members of the civic organization. The other two are John M. Rowlett
and John C. McElrath, both of Murray, but neither of whom continued their membership in the
club.
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THE GOOD OLD DAYS: Max B. Hurt, one of five speakers on the program, recalls the days of his
youth when he and has father would visit Mr. Stubblefield's drug store when they brought their
tobacco to market. To Atz, Stubbleffeld's right are his son and daughter-in-law, Vernon, Jr. and
Charlotte Stubblefield.

Sheriff
of

Calloway Cou

"Your Candidate
Law and Order
FROM HAWAII: Mr. Stubblefield is shown wearing a colorful Hawaiian lei, brought to the states
by Ronald Churchill and presented to him by his grand-daughter, Mrs. Hunt Smock, following
Churchill's tribute to his years of club and community service.

Paid Pol. Ad. by
Alexander, RR2, Mi

W
Dorm Atti
WE

Ap
Education
Experience

!
BUZZARD'S ROOST! Ronald Churchill, a member of the club since PK brought a smile to
--Mister Vernon's" face with his recollections of Mr. Stubblefield's native part of the county, "between Buzzard's Roost and Devil's Pulpit." Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., is at the left.

GREETING FRIENDS: Dr. Howard Titsworth, who for many years has shared a table at Rotary
with Mr.Stubblefield, greets him after the meeting Thursday. Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., is in the
center.

Photos by Wilson Woolley
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GRAND-DAD: Mrs. Jenny Sue Stitodr— pb
ferbrotight back "to-tht states by-Rot:aid ChtircIp
recently, around her grandfather's neck during the proceedings,
which were recorded for radio and televised by a large contingent
of the news media present

—

CLUB BuiLET/N,A(Opihr
AWARDED PLAQUE: A 14aque -signifYing biz. Stubblefield's—
fl4'Vernno-stra,b)efiod
'14*, GO011 FR'fEND": Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president
49 yearaStservice to the club and thel•ommunity Was presented
club bulletin is preseitted to "mister Vernon" by its editor, M.C. ' emeritus of Murray State and
a long-time friend of Mr. Stub- •
to him on behalf of the club by L.J. Hortin, chairman of the
Garrott. It was Mt. Stubblefield who, early in the life of the club,
blefield, greets him after paying tribute to his many
contributions
"Vernon Stubblefield l)ay" committee.
named the bulletin "The Rota-Patter."
to the community. and to the Rotary
program.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

7Pe.
‘,10

FOR SUNDAY,MAY 13, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
it1Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gr
Good planetary influences. A
novel twist, a new approach to a
non-moving project could spark
fresh interest, relieve the
monotony of details. Winnings
for good effort.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Iron out kinks in your plans
and tactics. You should be able
to interpret and handle
situations ably now. In aiming
for goals, however, don't
overreach.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
more
influences
Your
auspicious than otherwise but
you will have to watch your step
nonetheless. Some friction
likely.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
To take up a new interest or
activity merely to get away
from unpleasantness will solve
nothing. Face matters in a
mature manner, and be
philosophical about temporary
obstacles.
LEO
i July 24 to Aug. 23)
You may be up against some
unusual competition in your

4/24%-q

* VOTE FOR *

T. G. (Ted)
Alexander
for

Sheriff

field, so keep alert. With your
fine intelligence, you should
find ways to outrun the best.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP
You may_ face some unek
pected situations, some unforeseen changes. Accept all
with your innately gracious
manner. They could turn out
surprisingly well.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Give a little extra time to
matters which have been
neglected, and remain flexible
in your thinking; but DON'T go
to extremes. Stress your
inherent good sense.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Leave the status quo in all
phases of your life unless you
are forced to make changes
because of unexpected circumstances. But even then, act
reservedly.

zodiac. Governed by Venus, the
planet of beauty and love, you
are naturally endowed with the
potentials to succeed at almost
any of the arts but, in addition,
Frances Drake
you have a practical side which
fits you for many other careers.
FOR MONDAY, IMLAY 14, MS
Thus, if you do not take up
painting, sculpture or music, at
which you are particularly
Look in the section in which
Maybe a little relaxation right
adept, as a career, you may your birthday comes and find in the beginning of this week
follow one or the other what your outlook is, according will give you the added spark
avocationally. Other fields in to the stars.
and incentive for later atwhich you could succeed:
the
Explore
tainment.
ARIES
business management, the law,
possibility.
to
21
(Mar.
Apr.
20)
,
jurisprudence, teaching or
04:1
With a brisk start and am- CANCER
horticulture. Traits to curb:
(June 22 to July 23)
bition
you
soaring,
be
should
obstinacy and jealousy. BirthAvoid that far-out limb which
date of: Sir Arthur Sullivan, able to accomplish a great deal has neither been tested for
now.
Mars
Favorable
inand
(Gilbert
composer
strength nor offers good reason
Sullivan); Georges Braque, fluences are on your side.
What
for
examination.
TAURUS
French painter.
fascinates is not ALWAYS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) d€1
7 worth going after.
•
Don't overlook small details
LEO
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
In your anxiety to get on with
FOR 1973 For • wean& 110 page
July 24 to Aug. 23)
"bigger
things."
forecast on healtn. weialth, love and
Remember
Do not by-pass new opr.erna90. 141/10 01 CO3 pews 25 cones on
that
are
details
to
the
important
coin so, partiAso ono ImAwAw ld
portunities because you are
Horoscope Book Deportment Br 173,
whole picture. Romance wrapped up in
03;
eir:
..
Old Chottsee Sleben. New '
current interests.
10011, mentioning MN
favored.
It will be wise to keep a
Print your NAME, ADDRESS
Ito
sure
be
GEMINI
BIRTH
OF
DATE
end
ZIP,
weather-eye open.
You 9.1 Mit right forecast tor your
(May 22 to June 21)
foclier awl

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Be master of your thinking
rather than let it set you off on
tangents which get you
nowhere Success can come
through new alliances made
now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Don't overplay your hand, but
stay in there pitching with the
best of them. The right balance
and careful decisions can mean
top results soon
AQUARIUS
iJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Do not hesitate to ask
questions. There could be some
surprising answers otherwise
Evaluate
unavailable.
carefully; take nothing as
positive without due research.

XCZ

of
Calloway County

"Your Candidate for
Law and Order"
Paid Pol. Ad. by T.G.
Alexander, RR2, Murray.

PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Don't eress others without
ample reason. It may turn out
best if you wait a bit before
making decisions, give time for
added factors to appear.
YOU BORN TODAY are one
of the most versatile individuals
in the entire spectrum of the

WANTED
Dorm Attendants - Night and
Weekend Shifts
Age 21 - No Limit
Education - Experience Considered
Experience - Be Able to Relate to
Young Men

Employee Benefits
—Wages Above Average
—Hospitalization
—Life Insurance
—Retirement Savings Plan
— Paid Holidays
—Liberal Vacation Plan

--College Tuition Refund
—Advancement Opportunities
Apply at the Personnel
Office:

Breckinridge Job Corps
Center
Morganfield, Ky.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

BASEMENT
DAMP LEAKY?

Your Individual Horoscope

a4fr

Down Concord

RP%

)(CI

are those whose souls were
never stirred by crowds of
devout, ernest, unpretentious,
people singing together such
songs as "Amazing Grace," "At
The Cross," "Love Lifted Me,"
and "Rock of Ages."
Sorry we were unable to attend the singing at Concord.
When Mrs. Emma Knight
played Sunday at Good
Shepherd Church, "Will There
Be Any Stars in My Crown?" I
was carried back to old days
when we sang that song around
the old family organ which Otis
Lovins owns now.
Songs and poems, as well as
hyacinths, are soul food.
A poem we need to memorize
has these words:
"I have to live with myself

Some signs of progress in
New Concord are lights in two
new homes. Ed Hendon's and
Bob Farris', a new Chevrolet
car in James Patterson's
carport, a new truck at Darrell
Mitchell's, new tractor mower
at T. Patterson's, and new
garden tiller at Lee Finney's.
Mrs. -Mac Coleman is
finishing the school year at
Calloway County High for the
regular teacher.
We enjoyed Jerry Allen's
article in Saturday's Ledger,
entitled "Take A Boy Fishing."
Two childless ourselves, we
have had just enough experience with children to realize
that uncle's pleasure in taking
Bob Allen's son fishing.
We also can understand the
saying that children can step on
toes when small, but on hearts
when they grow up. We rejoice
with them when they are glad,
and grieve when that are sad.
The Guy L,ovins' after some
successful crappie fishing, had
two fish dinners for guests on
day, the first for his family and
Kesters' from
camping
Louisville. The next for the
Burman Parker's and their
son's family, Dr. William
Parker of Paducah with Nashville guest, and Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Rolfe.
Last week Mr. and Mrs.
LAither Head of Georgia were
their guests. They needs job on
Welcome Wagon.
It's almost worth being shut
In awhile to find how many kind
things people can think to do,
whether its a card, visit, flower,
magazine, food or other
thoughts.
One of the most unexpected,
but appreciated was a beautiful
letter from Supt. Bill Miller.
Several weeks ago we attended the Callowy Singing
Convention in Stella and enjoyed some of the best old
fashioned community singing
besides the special numbers,
that we had heard lately.
Supt. Bill milisr_essems of
those to lead in osesseptionai
singing which started•train of
memories of old country then*
days which are priceless, and
are our roses in December.
To the more socially mined,
the life of one who has never
traveled far, seems htundrum.
But just having been a
country school teacher and
coming in contact with so many
lives is reward enough for
having lived.
And thanks to parents who
knew our most essential needs,
we know now that those who
deserve pity and compassion

I

ass

11rallin Min
•0.2•slanaillatillliall
,
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• NO EXPENSIVE DIGGING • NO DAMAGE
TO LAWN • NO DAMAGE TO PLANTS
• PERMANENT RESULTS • REASONABLE

and so
I want to fit for myself to setting sun
And hate myself for the things
know.
I want to be able as the days I've done."
Anyone interested in mowing
go by
Cemetery call
Always to look myself New Concord
Bruce Ferguson 436-2217 at
straight in the eye.
I don't want to stand at the Concord.

i)OM[ RLV

VALENTINE PRINTING)

A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.

WHILE-YOU-WAIT
PRINTING AND

1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Camera Ready Copy thaly.

DUPLICATING

TT DRUG
SCO
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDA
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs

— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M. —

50443 MAIN STREET

—

PHONE 753-4662

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

42071

Green Acres is your

•

exclusive
Apeco-Manor dealer in West Tenn.

Apeco-Manor.
AMERICA'S FINEST NEW LUXURY MOBILE HOME
The Apeco Manor is the finest luxury home ever shown in
the Paris area. It is often copied but never duplicated.

COME SEE IT NOW!

4

*FREE DELIVERY
0BANK FINANCING
Al lITTEN WARRANTY

Tennessee's never-miss Developer of this process, we stop your
water problem or it costs you nothing. Your satisfaction guaranteed.
24 9...OUR PHONE SERVICE — SERVING ALE- AREAS -

HWY. 79 E.

PARIS, TENN.

As

Southern

Rain Varies
Annual rainfall in the 4S contiguous states ranges from a
fraction of an inch in plrts of
the Southwest to more than 5.3
inches in Louisiana.

ILE HOMES
ES MOB
GREEN ACR
Phone 901-642-0271

WRITTEN GUARANTEE

1229 Marilyn, Cape Girardeau, Missouri 63701

•

ALL THIS AND MORE AT

Completely Scientific
Waterproofing System

For FREE Estimites or writ
Call 314-334-8487Basement
Waterproofing Co.

•

Fast Print Copy Center

Hendon and Farris New Homes Are Completed; Visitors In Homes

SUMMer.

•

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For • personal 110 page
lattices, on health, onteltto. love and
rnorrioge. somd 11 00 plus 23 cents in
coon tor posted. and handling to
°scope Book Deportment, Igoe 173,
Old Chelsea Station, Nen Tor1,. IV V
10011. mentioning this
t.7,,
'
.
Print your NAME, ADDZEZ
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH (lobe sure
You Slat tne right forecast ter your
zodiac $ign)

)(kV

Way ...

By Eatelle Spirelaed
May 1, 1r72
Lovely weather prevailed a
few days, no doubt causing
some predictions of a dry

and imaginative, you would also
make an outstanding artist ( in
almost any field) but could
especially excel in painting,
sculpture, music or writing.
Your love of beauty extends to
the ootdoors, and you would
make an excellent gardener,
landscape artist or botanist.
Try to curb tendencies toward
doubt and anxiety over your
efforts. When the Taurean is at
his best, no one can surpass
him.

opposition, some rough areas.
VIRGO
Be ready, take all with your
23)
(Aug. 24 to Sept.
try
Planetary influences indicate innate common sense, and
wortha wider scope of interests, all the harder to achieve
possibly greater activity. But while objectives.
take precautions not to overstep AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
wise limits.
unreject
Tentatively
LUIRA
certainties—until you have
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
better
Avoid cynics and pessimists. more facts and a
Ask
success.
of
guarantee
They
Review past test periods:
d perheld the same challenges, and counsel of weil-inforine
more. Past procedures may be sons.
PISCES
the key to this day's action.
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
SCORPIO
Despite possible obstacles,
rnee'V'
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
you could win many benefits
If the suggestions If others from this day's efforts. Take
are not feasible, or your "sixth steps to launch long-range
sense" warns against them, by plans, to complete unfinished
all means follow your intuition. tasks.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
SAGITTARIUS
exceedingly sympathetic in1 Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
Weigh potential actions and dividual; have an empathy to
their likely results before others and instinctively unbeginning them. You max want derstand their wants and needs.
to make some changes. Handle Because of this, you would do
extremely well in the fields of
delicate matters delicately.
medicine, nursing, psychology
CAPRICORN
or sociology. Highly idealistic
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may run into unexpected

to:

-

Member of Tennessee & Midwest Yennessee Mobile_ Home Association.
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See for yourself!
Read the Want Ads
today and everyday for
top buys!
And when you
have something to sell,
tell other readers
about it with
your own ad.
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One phone call
to 753-1916
will put your ad
In print.
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GREEN REVOLUTION I

Space-age foresters
cut growing time
Editor's Note: This is the
first of a two-part series an
the timber company practice
of."clear-cutting" fore,sill .7. •
and on the new forests ',bey
are growing in the Pacific
Northwest.
By BILL !RILL
Copley News Service

CLEAR CUT—A razed forest, like die Na *ewe above, raises the hackles of conservationists. But
foresters say forests must be cleared every oace in awhile to insure healthy trets--such as those
shown below, Wan area of forest that was clear-cut in 1945.

TACOMA, Wash. — If the
legendary lumberjack, Paul
Bunyan, were still romping
through the North Woods
swinging his mighty ax, he
might exclaim to his blue ox,
Babe, that, "There are trees
growing in some places here
where there aren't supposed
to be any trees!"
Loggers of the Bunyan era
probably thought that they
had done a thorough and final
job. Fortunately, the lumberjacks of Bunyan's turn-of-thecentury period have all but
disappeared --- and not a minute too soon
They've been replaced by a
corps of Space Age foresters
with a briefcase full of degrees and a nursery full of
propagated hybrid trees —
being planted, fertilized and
thinned with the aid of computers and other sophisticated
machines of a contemporary
business world to grow forests
where some thought there
would never again be a single
tree.
This new breed of forester
NEVER FALL IN LOVE
WITH A BUTTERFLY!

BLONDIE
I STILL CAN'T
TEACH Him TO
CHANGE
(THE RIBBON

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY
Ateff3E 'YOU'RE
F'OuNoiNG YOUR
CENTER PO5T5
IN Too FAR

Z kATE
6LEEPING
OUT .4EfitE
ON
SIVOUAC

still conies decked out in
checkered flannel shirt, hightop boots and often with features ruggedly trne to tradition. The ax is still a'necessary tool but a chain saw does
much of the heavy work.
The new forester is leading
a green revolution in America's forestlands with new,
sometimes controversial,
methods and ideas that are
displacing old notions about
forest growth, stewardship
and economics.
He brings with him technology that has changed logging
and he offers no apology, only
explanation, for the initial
scars on harvest forestlands.
He tells you of his vision of a
new and productive forest
that will take root almost before the drone of the saws'
motors are silenced.
Many of the impacts of
early loggers in the Douglas
fir region of the Northwest are
still being corrected.
But today large areas are
being converted back to
Douglas fir — by cutting
brush, alder, maple and cottonwood and planting fir seedlings by the millions.
Weyerhaeuser Co., with 5.6
million acres of forestland
Nually divided between the
Northwest and South, has
dedicated itself to fast regeneration of the forest after harvesting the trees or removal
of brush.
George H. Weyerhaeuser,
president, notes that his company will plant some 100 million two- and three-year-old
seedlings on 100,000 acres of
company property during the
current planting season.
The plantings are part of
Weyerhaeuser's high yield
forest (HYF) concept of intensive management to produce 33 per cent more wood
fiber than nature can working
alone.
The goal of the program,
entering its fifth year, is tore-place every tree harvested
with nine new trees"— within
12 months -after an area is
harvested.
This season's plantings refleet a 500 per cent increase in
the number of trees planted in
1967 when the HYF program
was initiated, Weyerhaeuser
says.
"The program reflects
years of genetic research and
nursery development aimed
at producing the massive
quantities of seedlings needed
for Weyerhaeuser's reforestation program," notes
George Staebler, director of
the company's forestry research.
Modern forestry technology
has reduced the time necessary to grow a new crop of
Douglas fir from 103 years to
about 40 to 55 and as short as
25 years in pine regions of the
South. The continuing research aimed at developing a
more superior tree is expected to further shorten the
time between planting and
harvest.

0E0 called corrupt
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
NEW YORK -- "One of the
most insidious parts of the
antipoverty program," observed Robert Hawkins Jr.,
director of the California Office of Economic Opportunity,
"is to make us think of poor
class. The poor
people al
have attitudes and aspirations
as varied as any group."
This refusal of liberal 0E0
warriors to look at poor people as individuals, with varied
problems, is one of many reasons why the "War on Poverty" was lost, degenerating
into scandal, corruption, and
mismanagement. "The people who have suffered in this
have been the poor," Hawkins
states. "They've just been
ripped-off."
-Despite the documented
failure, scandal and waste of
0E0, congressional liberals
are fighting White House attempts to dismantle the
agency.
A recent federal court ruling in Washington sought to
stop the Nixon administration
from dismantling 0E0, arguing that only the Congress has
the power to terminate it. This
judicial decision raises the
question, once again, of the
separation of powers between
the executive and legislative
branches of the federal government. Not, however, in a
way many liberals contend.
Observe, for example, that
in and out of Congress those
fighting to keep 0E0 have
sought to use the courts, not
the Congress, to keep 0E0 intact. Most liberals realize that
the antipoverty agency is regarded by many in Congress
with contempt and that they
are feeling the mounting pressun' of public opinion over
what has come to be called
The Welfare Racket."
The recent inability, moreover,of congressional liberals
to muster sufficient votes to
override presidential vetoes
on a number of spending bills
is a clear index that liberals
cannot save 0E0 by congressional action if it came to a
showdown.
Thus, they sought via the
courts to prevent 0E0's (itstuantlernent while crying
about the executive usurping
the power of the legislative!
In reality, the congressional
liberals are asking taxpayers
to condone and continue to
subsidize with their hardearned money political radicalism, mismanagement, inefficiency and shocking waste
within an agency created during the Johnson administration
A large body of evidence is
at hand to prove that 0E0 is
corrupt and scandal-ridden.
Here are three more recent
examples:
— In early April the General Accounting Office, the congressional watchdog, reported that millions of dollars
of 0E0 have gone unaccounted for across the country.
- The radical Indians who
have held Wounded Knee,
S.D., hostage first got their
start because of 0E0funding.
Despite the fact that the
principal leaders of the militant American Indian Movement I AIM) had long arrest

records, including violent assaults, 0E0 gave AIM its
start and paid for the return
trip home of those AIM leaders who laid siege to the I3ureau of Indian Affairs in
Washington, D.C., last year.
This enabled the AIM leaders
to lay siege, first to Custer,
S.D., and later Wounded
Knee.
-- Federal officials are investigating the alleged use of
0E0 funds by a Long Island,
N.Y., antipoverty agency to sponsor rallies in Washington
to protest the proposed White
House dismantling of the

agency! 0E0 money was allegedly used to send some
3,000 demonstrators to Washington on Feb. 7, 1973. If the
past is any guide, the federal
probers will find that this was
not the first time an antipoverty agency has been used to
lobby for a political cause.
Those working with the agency who refused to participate
in the Washington rally were
summarily fired.
(St. John is a CBS Radio
Network "Spectrum" commentator and is seen regularly on the CBS "Morning
News" with John Hart.i

THOMAS CLINTON BROACH, left, grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie B. Adams of Murray Route Seven, and Craig Edwards,
upon
right, both of Fresno. California, congratulate each other
receiving "Certificates of Appreciation in Regnidon of Loyal
Public Service" from the Fresno Police Chief Harold E. Britton.
boy
The men received the awards May 1 for saving a six year old
the
in
appeared
picture
This
2.
Awil
who fell into a canal
newspaper, The Fresno Bee, on May 2. Broach, age 24, serves'
and in<
four years in Vietnam and is now in the U.S. Navy Reserve
yens \
the
gave
Edwards
and
Broach
California.
Fresno,
in
school
\
boy mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and external heart massage
after they had jumped into the canal and rescued the boy, se.
cording to the letter from Chief of Police Britton.

Exhibit Illustrates
Craftsmen As Artists

Works for the exhibit were
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A new
breed of Kentucky craftsmen is selcted by Miss Cynthia
Bringle, on the staff of the
emerging.
The new craftsman tops Penland School of Crafts in
cream and sugar bowls with Penland, N. C., and Tom
tiny dragons, weaves wool into Gilmartin of Cherokee, N. C., an
colorful patterns, and dedicates artist on the staff of the U. S.
constructing Department of the Interior's
to
himself
than Bureau of Indian Affairs.
rather
decorative
Stoneware, silver jewelry,
utilitarian objects.
the macrame, leter sculpture, and
from
Diverging
traditional craftsman long a ceramic plaque are included
associated with Kentucky, this in the exhibit. Dragons top an
group is "having its say" at a unusual cream and sugar set by
traveling exhibit sponsored by Terri Mangat of Spring Station.
A fabric collage by Alma
the Kentucky Arts Commission
arid the Kentucky Guild of Leach of Shepherdsville inArtists and Craftsmen. The cludes overalls, a denim shirt,
show, "The Kentucky Artist- part of women's plaid shirwaist
Craftsman," illustrates the dress, and a broken pair of wirecreativity evident In crafts rimmed glasses. The man's
today, according to Irwin denim arm hold a green book.
Pickett, visual arts associate "The Spirit of Sweetwater."
Craftsmen', from Murray
for the Kentucky Arts Comshowing their works are: Fred
mission.
The exhibit is being shown in Shepard, Michael Kirk, Emily
Louisville until May 25. A black Wolson, Pornpilai
placard with white type ex- Buranabonpot, Harry Furches,
MG
MORO
DOWN
OOMO
plains the show.L.An the last and Ed Cheely. ,Lazington
01:000 OOMM
decade, especially in Kentucky, craftsmen include Larry
1 Head of
UMMOMM M0 ED
church
the role of the craftsman had Hackley, Bruce Hall, John
0M010 MOO
parish
gradually changed into one of Tuska. Jeanne Richmond,
2 Printer's,
201101AMD0 MU
Waal,t
01
000
OOMPN
an artist, whereby the craft- Edgar and Brenda Hume.
3 Sailor
MO 000000E M
(collop
sman creates objects of art, not Those from Louisville are Ed
MOO 000 MOO
4 Molsammedan
always functional, but con- and Betsy Dienes, Jane Samchieftain
OW 001REM0O0
integrating aesthetic ples, and Don Lanham.
5 Rants
sistently
0000
DUMB
6 River in
Others whose work is being
0010000
in the finished
qualities
00
002/
Italy •
include Jim Cantrell
exhibited
M003 00E01
7 Printer's
00U
product."
measure
OW 01MM0 0000
of Bardstown, Anna Faye
8 Roman
21 Man's
bronze
name
49 Nerve
The artist-craftsman is Dawson of Shepherdsville,
36 Invest igal ion
9 Coagulate
nel work
37 Feel sorrs
22 Paths
for new designs for Deborah Perkier of Danville,
searching
52 Rodent
10 Leading
for
25 Stage
54 Wright of
men in
objects, Pickett and Rude Osolnik, Walter
whisper
23 Narrate
traditional
Inds&
plays
*0 Wig
27 Storage
Hyleck, John Eden, and Astra
57 Earl h
said.
11 Adhesive
pits
41 Graceful
goddess
substance
Strobel, all of Berea.
birds
shown
70 Prepares
trends
decorative
58 Man's
"The
13 Doctrine
for print
44 Lift
nickname
in the exhibit are the same as
13 Blemish
GO Three
47 Danish
32 Puff up
19 Winged
lord sloth
Island I
54 Reverberahon
the trend throughout the
country," said Garry Barker,
10 K
0
11
7
6
5
4
3
*1 -2
director of the Kentucky Guild
r.
13
112
of Artist and Craftsmen. "The
general theme of the exhibit is
.7..,17
16 :,......k
IL'S5
14
--to show that one segment of
-Cw•-•7
if 22 ',.'..• 23
...‘V
I,
csaftsmen
18
Kentucky
:•:•:.
primarily newer, younger,
*."..".:...
....!•1
'''`'
college-educated ones — are as
i2
l'
30 .'7":1 31
V
much artists as painters are "
.15
Exhibit showings in the near
14 ..33
.....
",
t
future will be at Lexington,
...%
11
0
I.-4
51
-..
36 ...31,...,‘„. i___
-June I lo 29; -Paris,-July 1-164
,
Versailles, July 17 to August 1;
.43
.:
42
_
.
Campbellsville, August 2•
and
.
•
'41
411
..
•
4
'1
•
—
30.
The, exhibit, owned by the
•
Kentucky Arts CorniTiission,
..
will be given to a gallery or
.... 61
museum after it has circulated
,,...+,
_
throughout Kentucky, Pickett
said.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

NANCY
NANCY, THE NEXT
TIME YOU MAKE
MUD PIES

-

LIL ABNER

••

EVERIB0171
IN WASHINCITON
IS UNHAPPY —

-e.L./T NEITHER IS THE
MUGGER!! fINI THE
TIME_ HE GETS TO
HIS PUSHER --

-THE PRICE '1AKAPUNCTORE
WILL WORK ON
WILL HAVE
V>OTH —BUT I
GONE UP
WARN ',Oki-IT'LL
100
WORK TOO
PERCENT
• VIE4e4.4f_

1 Man s
name
Fruit
II Country ri
Central
America
12 Egg dish
14 Conjunction
15 Out his
17 Painful
18 Wow as
written
211 Repulse
33 114ensur.,
of weight
24 Indian
measure
of weigfit
26 Mail birds
23 College
degree
labbr
29 Wipe out
31 Smallest
33 Rise and
fall of
ocean
35 Prison
mnparimeM
36 Forecast
39 Cleaning
substances
42 Note of
stale
43 Chemical
compound
45 COI*
46 Nms Deal
agoocs
43 Prrl mow
?o, I he sun
93 Perow9eille one
51 Hever age
53 Palseltimds
•
$5 World
orgkhiration
linti
30.Stage

Find a
Lost Purse

9H
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i'AOE TEN

Dear Consumer

Before You
Hit the Road....

IT'
E

Read The Classifieds
REALESTATE FOR SALE

REALESTATE FOR

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

To I
Ledgi

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SA
LIKE NEW gold by
size 120"x84".
Constelation vact
excellent condit
tachments, $20.00.
black and white T.
$40.00. Phone 753-98

By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
°Mee of Consumer Affairs
Planning a summer vacation can be fun-even
if it is just taking the children to the beach or mountains for a long weekend
for
We mothers usually have the responsibility
then
and
needs
family
the
clothes
deciding which
,
being sure that they are packed. We usually leave the
the
packing
and
reservations
problems about maps,
sports or camping equipment to the men.
But even if the men do most 'of the driving and
assume responsibility for the car, I have never hesitated to remind my husband or son of the need to
safety check the car before we leave. Billy, my son,
checked.
is a car buff, so he knows what should be
remember.
don't
however,
us,
Many of
As a reminder for all of us, here is a pre-vacation
checklist for the car:
-Check fluid levels for -Examine shock absorbers
(Need replacing')
water, oil, power steering, transmission, bat- -Check air cleaner (Need
cleaning? Replacing?)
tery, brake master cyl-Check windshield equipinder.
ment (Wipers operating?
h--Inspect tires (Tread
Blades need replacing?
No cuts or
okay?
Windshield washer
breaks! Pressure right?
okay? Defroster workSpare tire okay, too!)
ing?)
-Check brakes (Lining's
okay? Parking brake -Check lights and signals
(Headlights clean and
working? Wheel cylin'limed accurately? Tail
ders okay?)
lights? Brake lights?
-Check lubrication
Turn signals? Horn?)
(Change oil? Replace oil
-Inspect safety equipment
filter?)
(Seat belts and shoulder
-Tune engine (Spark
belts secure? Door locks
plug-s? Ignition wiring?
working?)
Distributor points? Condenser? Carburetor! -Take stock of emergency
equipment (Jack' Fire
Fuel pump? Voltage
Flares?
extinguisher?
Automatic
regulator?
Flashlight, with extra
choke operating freely?)
batteries! Tire gauge?
-check wheels (Aligned?
Tool kit, including lug
Balanced!)
wrench? Spare fuses?
-Inspect cooling system
First-aid kit?)
(Radiator clean and free
of leaks? Pressure cap -Cheek owner's manual
for maximum safe load.
okay? Fan belts? Water
Finally, make a mental
hoses? Clamps tight!)
-Test air conditioning note to monitor your fuel
gauge carefully. There is a
(Coolant needed?)
-Cheek battery (Holding growing possibility of gasoa full charge? Battery line shortage in some areas
terminal' and cables of the country. Don't count
clean and connections on the next station down the
highway having plenty of gas
tight?)
Inspect exhaust system to sell. Don't let your supply
(Muffler and tailpipe free run low. Fill your tank frequently.
of holes, cracks)

-r.

Three bedrooms, living room with
fireplace, dining room, IL: baths, entry hall,
central heat and air, attractively decorated.

Three bedrooms, plus upstairs and partial
basement, fireplace, central heat, across
from university.

Three bedroaN111,1didiaa-dea, large annlY.
fenced yard,eikr ediesb, built In 1964, zoned
_
R 2.
-

BROCADE FLORA
a-bed couch and m
arm chair, uphol
antique fumed oak
dresser, maple che
two full size meta
one brass headboar
Serta mattress an
four foldidg meta
cushions, antique I
suite with one e:
matching chair,
refrigerator, four I
electric range, No
washer,mnumber
319 North 5th Stree
6669.

Three Bedrooms, two baths, dining room,
central heat and air, garage, shag carpet,
decorated in blues, golds, greens.

.444.

1411
Five acres, 3 miles from Murray, living
room with dining area, fireplace, two closets
in each bedroom, decqrated in golds, greens.

Three bedrooms, double lavatories in bath,
carpeted throughout, baseboard heat, city
schools, under $20,000

1P.

Three bedrooms, 1% baths, central heat
and air, zoned R 2, built in 1968, excellent
condition, under 626,000.

Three bedrooms, 1% baths, kitchen with
built ins, family room, carpeted, bath ineludes double lavatories with large vanity.

GEESE, DUCK
Chicks, young and
old favorites. Hub
three miles south
8563.
THREE YEAR o
black with white m
or best offer. Phont
9808

411

,

LIVING ROOM sui
dinette suite veld
also brown reclirs
2348.

iir=21nr.::„w
Three large bedrooms, two baths,
fireplace, recreation room, central heat and
air, arrangement conducive to combining
home and business.

Two bedroom duplex, plush green carpet,
wood patio, bath includes black marble
vanity, shower, double closet, central heat
and air.

Five acres, orchard, strawberry pate',
pond, five outbuildings, three bedrooms,
living room, kitchen utility room

Thee bedrooms, doable lavatories in
bath, carpeted throughout, baseboard heat,
outside storage, under 620,000.

LOT FOF
BY OW
Sycamore Ext.
x 197'.
Phone 75

Give Loretta, Bill or Wayne a call at ...
202 South 4th Street W
(across from Post Office)

ilson Real Estate

Phone 7" 3263

TWENTY NICE
Phone 753-5048.

-MEMBER MULTIPLE LISTINGS

9.8 H.P. MERCI.
motor. Phone 753-9

SALES PERSONNEL (Residence Phones) Loretta lobs - 753-6079 Bill Adams - 753-5657 Wayne Wilson 753-5086
HELP WANTED

SERVICES oFvF.RED

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR RENT

).----'We built, two bedroom home near Hardin is carpeted, i
to mow. FURNISHED OR unfurnished
YARDS
W.INTED
-additionsyour
ALL
a finished attic which could /
FOR
s separate dining roornnal
has
WANTED CARETAKER for
apartment, two bedrooms, fully If
i be used as an additional bedroom. Sales price $10,f300.
(
New Concord Cemetery. For remodeling, residential or Prefer north side of the city.
carpeted. Available now. Phone
\
information call Bruce Ferguson commercial. New or old. Free Phone Tim Shelton 753-7935. M12C
/
12C
June
753-4331.
TFC
/ Four bedroom brick home situated on 2% attes near
436-2217 or CL McCuiston 753- estimates. Call 753-6133.
Hardin. Extras include carpeting, built-in shelves
/A
3175.
MI5P
UNFURNISHED HOUSE for
brick fireplace, garage and workshop Sales
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
throughout,
q
,
REPAIR
BOAT
rent or lease. Two bedrooms,
S.OOOOOOOOO eissiseseikames,
TFC
Phone Parts,642-8551.
price is $24,000 which includes range, refrigerator, k
\
study, living room, dining room,
your
•
Let us repair
\ freezer, automatic washer and dryer.
:
i
kitchen, utility room and bath.
• OPENINGS IN
&
REFINISHING
damaged boat, wood, glass
• JERRRY'S
large
storage
building,
Carpets,
SEE OR CALL:
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
or metal, small or large
• ELECTRONICS
yard with fence and swing set. \
ERICKSON REALTY COMPANY
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
boats
•
block
One
from
university.
•
603 MAIN STREET
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492Available June 1. $135.00 per
Call 436-2211 or
NO EXPERIENCE
• 8837
TFC
BENTON, KENTUCKY
•
•
month. Phone 753-8807 for ap•
•
TELEPHONE 502-527-1441
• NECESSARY
753-0224
pointment. 1606 Ryan.
By Nevyle Shackelford • University ofKentucky College of Agriculture
•
-,__N,_---__,,•.--. -----• -.
._ _._.,--•_r2
sw
.._N.
KN.
.
"
•
.
'
'
N
•
'
.
/
.
Z
I
M14C
PAINTING: Willie's Interior & Fleming-Go Marina
Earn 5107 20 per month plus •
If in spring or summer you cs with a rag string and hanging
Free
Exterior
Painting.
TWO BEDROOM apartment, 900 FEET FRONTAGE on two CABIN, THREE rooms. On two
free meals, lodging, clothing, •
should search through the it up to dry on a smokehouse
medical care and other
occupied less than one year. paved roads with building sites lots, on mile from Cypress Creek
estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00
benefits while you train for • a.m. to 4:00
tangled vegetation growing rafter.
p.m. or 753-7484, after PAINTING. EXTERIOR, in- Carpet, range, disposal, dish- for only 88000. John Randolph Bay, 5 miles from New Concord,
highli
this
specialized
field
Catnip is a member of the
around just about any old
June 5C terior. Commercial or residen- washer, washer and dryer hook Realty & Auction Co. 753-8382, Ky. $6,200.00. Phone 436Opportunity to move ahead • 4:00p.m.
•
following training and gain •
abandoned, - back-country Mint family and, in this conMl5P
Keith Hays, 489-2488,
tial. All work quality guaranteed. up, patio. $125.00. Phone 753M12C 5660.
benefits including •
homestead: the chances Are, nection, is the source of an • furthOr
CLEANING; For free estimates phone Sam- 7550.
M15C
regular salary increases Get • PROFESSIONAL
COUNTRY LOTS for sale. C11 IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
Atkins
carpets, furniture, floors and mie
&
Painting
better than two to one that interesting legend going back • into a meaningful lob •
• Contact the Army Man Call •
walls. Service Master, all you Decorating, Hardin, Ky., 437- NEW TWO bedroom apartments, Sam Harris 753-8061 or your brick home,carpeted, three large
you will find a clump of pun- to the days of mythology.
• need to know about cleaning. 4534.
• 247 4525
May 24C bedrooms, living room, den,
June 7C carpet, refrigerator, range realtor.
gent-smelling "weeds" with
In the long ago, according
Phone Mayfield collect 247-7333.
TWO
disposal,
washerdishwasher,
on lake kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
cottage
STORY
downy leaves and flower-heads to the legend, an unfortunate
June 5C DEPENDABLE-EXPERT lawn dryer
lot
front
in
small
private
sub- two baths, double garage with
of purplish white. This will be nymph by the name of Minthe
up,
hook
carport, patio,
care. Phone 753-5288. Price set
WANTED
the
WAITRESS
at
division.
Four
144 storage room, patio, central heat
Service.
bedrooms,
JOHN'S REPAIR
Nepeta catarit, or catnip, an fell madly in love and became
M14P Large yard. $140.00 Phone 753and air, nice 14t. Immediate
Hazel Cafe. Apply in person or Plumbing-electrical-roofing and accordingly.
--7550.
M15C baths, electric forced Air heat,
Siren plant which, when pre- the mistress of Pluto, the dark
possession. Phone 753-8742 after
phone 492-9785.
M12C carpentry Phone 753-5897 days or
central
air,
436642,500.00.
Phone
Sented io a cat, as Old Gerard and philandering lord of the
Egraufeon septic Ntink FURNISHED ROOM for rent. 5574.
FREE
smc
5:00p.m.
M12C
TFC
753-7625 nights.
Says, will "rejoj,ceth its heart" underworld. This state of
WANT-ID
installation- Phene 753-7850. TFC_Ehette 753-7575 or 753-0669. M12C
and cause it to go into a frenzy affairs most naturally aroused
service Station Attendant
ONE ACRE on Blood River Bay,
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Excellent salary
paid
of delight.
WILL DO any type of carpenter MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms off Kentucky Lake, across from LOT NUMBER 1, (190';225') in
the ire and the jealousy of
and
dirt
fill
also
gravel,
bank
vacation, paid noi.davs
work. Large or small jobs. New carpeted throughout. On private Lakewav Shores and Panorama Lynnwood Estates Subdivision,
Why cats -find this plant so Pluto's wife, Persephone, who
Apply in person, no phone
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, remodeling. Phone 753calls
or
to
end
an
put
to
.
time
her
bided
lot in Hazel. Phone 492-9785. Ml2C Shores. Good private location. two miles southeast of Murray.
attractive is a matter of specuor 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
Barrett's Service Center
May 30C
7955
Adjoining T.V.A. boundary. 190' facing Highway 121, well
401 S 4th'
,tree!
lation, but it is true that they the romance. Catching the
$6,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 753- shaded. Phone 753-4992 after 6:00
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
are seemingly intoxicated by nymph out one day by herself
RENT
'FOR
June 5P p.m. or see Jimmy Bucy, Route
8997.
its odor. They will roll and Persephone first gave the girl a FIELD SALES consultant, Electric. Repaies made on all jet
FURNISHED APARTMENTy
air conditioned, MOTHER'S DAY Special-Make 5.
M14C
tumble in it and often eat its severe drubbing and then pro- married with some sales ex- and submersable well pumps. 24 THREE BEDROOM country nicely Furnished,
service. home, dishwasher, gas range,
emergency
ceeded to trample her to death perience, $125.00 weekly salary hour
leaves.
$50.00 per month. Phone 436-2323 life easy for mother in this
with commission, expected in- Authorized Myers dealer. Phone carpeted, air conditioned. Phone or 436.2427.
AleC elegant 3 Bedroom home with all LOT NUMBER 66, Block number
But solely to benefit and underfoot.
May 31C 436-2266.
come $250.00-$300.60 to the right 753-5543.
M17C
Pluto,
day,
of today's modern conveniences. A, Unit Number 1-2-3-4, Section
the
in
Later
bring joy to the hearts of cats
man, must reside in Murray,
John Randolph Realty & Auction number 3 in garden of Masonic
APARTMENTS,
FURNISHED
will not be the reason for find- upon finding her a crumpled
Memorial Garden, Calloway
guaranteed promotion. Dial 443- WILL MOW yards or cemetery. MOBILE HOME, 12'1E50, two living room, kitchen, bathroom Co. 753-8382 Keith Hays 489pity,
had
ground,
the
on
mass
ing this plant around old
Have good mower. Phone 753- bedrooms, washer and dryer, air
Paducah,for inCounty, Ky. Phone 753-4992 after
4594,
M12C
transformtwo
or
One
shower
and
bath.
pity,
and
,9488.
homes. Rather, catnip was and out of this
M12C conditioner, water furnished. One
1TC 8861 after 5:00p.m.
6:00 p.m. or see Jimmy Bucy,
formation.
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- BY OWNER: three bedroom
once considered a medicinal ed her body into a sweet-smellMayfield
Route S.
M14C
on
limits
city
from
mile
ments,
16th
753South
Street,
Since
catnip.
11•2
brick,
of
clump
ing
baths,
family room,
herb of the first order and one
SALESMAN WANTED; national
$90.00 per month. 6609.
Highway.
15C
June
fully carpeted, all electric. Five
of the rust plants set out when felines are supposed to be crea- company, largest in its field, due
M14C
Phone 753-3533.
miles west of Murray in Lynn- RETIREMENT HOME *One of
a new home was established in tures of the darkness and to promotion
has immediate
REAL
mobile
10'
NICE
home,
wood
Heights. Immediate Lake Barkley's finest subthings of little mercy. maybe opening $12,000.00 first year
the wilderness.
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
and 12''ride. Apply in person only possession. Phone 753-5609 or 753- divisions. 3 Bedrooms, basement,
of
embodiments
also
are
insurance,
they
Group
potential.
Catnip's generic name supfurnished, private entrance, air
and fireplate. Everything to -after 5:00 p.m. at 413 Sycamore 5469 after 5:00p.m
M15C
refrigerator.
conditioned,
posedly stems from Nepeta, a Persephoee. if se their seeming company paid retirement,
make life easy. Must sell, only.
M18C
;beet.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
-city m Old Etrusca. It was ecstasy when trampling on cat- company car furnished. A career
TRI-LEVEL four bedroom, extra $19.500.-John Randolph Realty It of
years
21
be
opportunity.
Must
753-6609.
the
to
M12NC
related
Phone
Complete
16th.
brought to North America by nip could be
THREE BEDROOM house, near Large rooms, central heat and air Auction Co. 75:1-8382, Dan
age, married and settled. Call
early colonists where it soon legend. Who knows?
university. Family or married (gas), good well, 9 miles from Thomas 522-8108.
Nemodehng
M12C
Orkin Exterminating Company,
became naturalized. These
only. Also old recliner Murray, 5 minutes from lake.
couple
bedrooms,
HOME, two
FREE_ESTIMATE
MOBILE
8:00
442-8251
between
Paducah
Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m. • HOUSE AND lot in
early settlers in a region withchair for sale. Phone 437Almo Phone
electric heat, air conditioned,
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. for its-'
June 4C 753-5472.
M12C
out doctors, hospitals, drugCompletely 4719.
dryer.
M 15C
and
washer
WIC
terview.
stores, or Clinics found it in753-0961
furnished. Couples only WA
SALE
FOR
FOR SALE
valuable as a sedative and, a
KELLY'S TERMI E and Pest per month. 1% miles on 641 South. ONE BEDROOM furnished
SERVICES OFFERED
reliever of infantile colic. Many
M14C apartment, near college. Phone
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South Phone 753-8479.
MI6('
753-5079.
a fretful baby with the stomR& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality 13th Street, "Every day you
710
APARTMENT,
_
delay
lets
ach ache has been lulled ro
bugs
work
have
their
FURNISHED
and
way."
Business
guaranteed.
SERVICES OFFERED
residential. Free estimates.
TFC y, Poplar (rear). A31 utilities NEATLY EURNISHF.D one, or
sleep_ With., a sweesened tea.
PROFESSIONALLY Phone day of night Mayfield 247.
CARPETS
furnished. $11):00 per month. two bedroom • apartment, "carmade •from careip. The tea was
DO trash
rush
stemma cleuhed.o,Phone Carpet 7201.
TFC WILL-_
Phone Lynnville 382-2299. M17C peted and Sir conditioned. May
also Used to treat the .fever of
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
TFC
,Master 489-2504.
Aiso Have Beddjitt ILlattts,
brseen irticenrs Pest_Con
colds.
fomatogs,kreppeti
TFC
PAINTING---HOMFS,--ehurches, 753-6130
BEDROOM unfurnished located 100South lath Street. _
Fill me_djZinartise, cifiiip is PRIVATE BANJO -Anon,-folk. commercial, Reasonable price*,
'
best gathered on the light .ot and blue grass music. Ap- and guaranteed quality For free 'AP.
I.IALT-7-PAVING-driveWays, duplex apartment, "centria heat mi2r--717--SliirlerGarden
- the moon during the iime it is pointment - available, Monday detailed written estimate call parking lots, seal coating. For and air, ceramic tile bath with
•
Phone 753 8944
500 N. 4th
in full flower, herbalists. say. through Saturday, beginning 4:15 Clayton & Jarvis at 437-4712 free estimate phone Joe Ford shower. Carpet throughout, built- MOBILE HOME, 211 miles west
in
phone
month.
shade.
per
$125.00
Phone
753-1353 after
Construction
Open Sundays.12:00-6:00-E;enings Till Dark
Company, in oven.
By the old Method, catnip was p.m Call Chuck's Music Center TWadesboroi.
M16C 4:00p.m.
M12P
May 30C 753-7850
M12C
preserved ,by tying it in bunch 753-302.
June 5P Mayfield, 247-6937.
•

Outdoor Lore

4

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Home

WANT
ADS

Bill Houghton

Mother's Day Specials

on Hydrangea & Combination Pots

CeRter

1.,

tiONDA 1970 SL1
dition. For furthe
phone 753-3557 afte
M14C

TRUCK LOAD ss
Edison air condi
BTU,$184.25. 17,0(
20,000 BTU, $280.1
8285.00. 26,000 B11
Sales, Highway
Kentucky

CLEAN expensivi
the best. Blue
America's fay
shampooer $1. KB
Five Points.

ELECTRIC
refrigerator, 1
folding bed. Phoni

HAY BAILER a
condition. Phone
New Concord,436

TROLLING MC
Motor Guide, va
less than 6 montt
for $100.00. Phone
3570.

PERFORMANC
Simmental,
Limousin and
breeding age I
Broadbent Earn
phone days 23541
5170,

AC FOUR row con
condition. Phone
be seen at 305 Nor
Street.

LARGE BABY
little. Phone 498-1

ONE ROW Hc
setter, perfect o
to sell at $125.0
phone 436-2149.

FOR L

TN
LUXURY
apartment. Now
year. Central lit
ditioning. Comp
kitchen appliai
Ideally located
Phone 753-4342 o
753-8958.

LOST & I

LOST FEMALE
of puppies. P.hon
FOR SALE
GRAND PRIX
8606.

ITT:11
& a5eirt
Times...
Ledger
FOR SALE
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Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . ..

WANT-ADS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Another View

NOTICE

7534916
NOTICE

NOTICE

Give Mom A Real Treat
Bring Her to The Triangle To Eat

DECORATE YOUR home,
LIKE NEW gold brocade drapes, ANTIQUE WAGON seat spring
good condition, $50.00. cottage, or commercial building
size 120"x84". $12.00 Hoover board,
M15C with Coronado Stone. For
Phone 489-2579.
Constelation vacuum cleaner,
fireplaces, exterior or interior
excellent condition, all atguitar,
used
walls. Contact Coronado Stone of
TRUE-TONE
tachments, $20.00. RCA portable
Route
Choose Between
Tenn.,
Good
Paris,
and
amp.
for
guitar
$70.00
stand,
with
T.V.
black and white
593Phone
at
Linsin
Tenn.
Dennis
Phone
shape.
Springville,
1,
M17C
$40.00. Phone 753-9684.
Mother's Day Breakfast, Dinner or Mother's Day Sapper
May 17C
North Point Standard, 753-0345 or 3005 or 593-3534.
M15C
753-0593.
BROCADE FLORAL design hide. . . Or All 3!!
a-bed couch and matching, cane
The Catfish We Serve Today
plow
surfaced
HARD
ADAM'S
arm chair, upholstered chair,
Slept Last Night in a Ky. Lake
Phone 753-4953
points, regular points to fit most
641 S at Sycamore
Bay!
antique fumed oak desk, antique
Fresh Catfish Dinners Daily
for
all
Disc
discs,
blades
plows.
dresser, maple chest of drawers,
52.00 & $2.25. Special Thurs
coulter blades and plow shins.
Our Mouthwatering Steaks
8. Fri. $1.50 8. $1.75.
AUTOS FOR SALE
two full size metal bed frames,
ITC
Make Others Take Like
Co.,
753-4892.
Tractor
Vinson
TRIANGLE INN
size
full
two
one brass headboard,
Fakes!.
753-4153
* ELECT *
Prime Omaha Sirloins-- 14 8.
Serta mattress and box springs,
FORD LTD-1965, four door
or T Bones, Big 11 or
18
four folditig metal chairs with
hardtop. Can be seen at 206 South
Strips 8. Others
toy
registered
AKC
BEAUTIFUL
dinette
Hoozier
TRIANGLE INN
antique
12P
M
cushions,
County Court Clerk
9th Street.
COUCH AND chair, needs pomlle puppies, 8 weeks old,
753-4953
suite with one extension, four
Phone 753- black, silver and white. All male.
Clerk's Office open on Sat.
recovering.
Best offer'
nice
very
matching chair, 5' electric
1964-440,
DODGE
M15C
and the noon hour.
4109.
Take your pick for $50.00. Al-so
refrigerator, four burner Gibson
Thanks For Making The
inside and out. V8 power and air.
old
year
2
14
poodle
Vote-No. 2 on the Ballot.'
toy
black
after 5:00
753-5208
electric range, Norge automatic
Phone
rust.
No
MOBILE HOME, 8'x46', two male, and a beautiful female toy
M I2P
Pol Ad paid by D Phillips,
washer,mnumber of small items.
p.m.
bedrooms. Extra nice and priced Pekingese breeder Will take Yo• I.. U S 171 ON -An nails mgr..
1307 Overbey, Murray KY
753phone
or
Street
319 North 5th
frollicas
re,*
Umolea
imiszi
s
6:00
after
753-0141
5-12
$40.00 for either one of these.
and Trade Meet
M14C right. Phone
X-L,
exGalaxie
1966
FORD
6669.
Ml5P
p.m.
M15C
Phone 753-4469.
good
tires,
cellent
condition,
PROGRAM
-HAW
HEE
'WE INTERRUPT THE
ARI-BRING the Christina in to
power steering and factory air.
GEESE, DUCKS, Bantams,
port so I can have something to
BRIKIG Yet)-THE LATEST LIVESTOCK
RIDING MOWER,10 H.P. Huffy,
TO
Can be seen at 314 South 13th
Chicks, young and old, fancy and
at the South Twin
QUOTATIONS.
go to the opening of the new Red
32" cut, two months old. EXTRA NICE 300 watt bass
Ml2P
Street after 6:00 p.m.
old favorites. Hubert Alexander,
Drive-1n Theatre
Geranium Village at Lake
still good and tran- amplifier. Also large column with
Warranty
three miles south Sedalia, 328day
after
on
Memorial
753-0141
Barkley
Phone
t OR SALE
2 heavy duty 15" bass speakers.
Ml7P sferrable.
8563.
FOR SALE
CHEVELLE-1969, two door Jackie.
M I4C
M15P
6:00 p m.
Cost over $400.00, will sacrifice
hardtop, bucket seats, automatic
Can
set.
complete
for
$150.00
for
air
mag
in
floor,
conditioned,
THREE YEAR old stud pony, 1972-16'
boat,
STUERY
it out anytime. Bring
wheels, blue. Phone 753-8420, Other Stuff to our Homeblack with white markings,$25.00 fiberglass cruiser with wide see and try
Sun. May Nth
your own guitar or I have a nice
made Ice Cream
M12P
after
4:00 p.m
753Phone
or.
best offer.
beam, 65 H.P. Johnson loop Fender bass guitar you can use.
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
a
Ford
to
like
T-Model
a
Is
Ml4P
9808.
charger motor, 1500 Campacity Phone 753-4469.
M15C
hmosine!
WRITE box 540 Paducah,
THUNDERBIRD-1965, power 2k
sterling trailer, with spare tire
(NOw more than ever)
& 30c, qt. 79e, gal. $2.98
Ky. 42001 for details and
wood
small
suite,
ROOM
LIVING
red
interior.
with
air,
white
and
and wheel. Walk through wind- GOOD
First
TRIANGLE INN
ANTENNA
reservations for exhibitors.
dinette suite with four chairs, shield, convertible top, side
Mechanically sound. Needs
753-4953
reasonable offer takes it. Phatie
also brown recliner. Phone 489- curtains and back drop. Used 6
Phone
$575.00.
minor repair. Only
MI2C
Ml4P hours. Many extras. U.S. Coast 753-8500 after 5:00 p.m.
2348.
M14C
753-7704.
Guard inspected and approved
new. Antique
like
SEAT,
LOVE
HEY VACATIONEERS!!!1968
for 1973. Reason for sale on acFew things
swivel chair, paper back books,
LOT FOR SALE
Dodge truck and camper, fully
count of illness $2850.00 Phone
M12C
BY OWNER
bile work as wed as
M18C lamps. Phone 753-0831.
equipped and completely self
753-7536.
Sycamore Ext. Lot size 115
Invites Her Friends To:
a Volkswagen.
contained. Low miles. Phone 753x 197'
M14C
6840 after 5 00 pin
SMALL CAMPER trailer, sleeps 15' ALUMINUM boat with trailer
Sales Open Evenings Until 8:00
Phone 753-8099.
three adults, excellent condition, and 18 H.P. Johnson motor. Good
M18P condition, $425.00. Phone 7539625.00. Phone 753-7833.
MONTE CARLO 1971 Phone 753Ml2P
5841
Weekdays to 5
M14C
9997
TWENTY NICE pigs for sale.
Sat
7:30-1:00
7538850
800
Chestnut
M12C
Phone 753-5048.
POUND listed brood sow
o
FORD LTD-1966, hardtop,
•IPhone 753-4016 after 5:00 p.m.
Ao
factory air, vinyl top, power
9.8 H.P. MERCURY outboard
k.M12C
brakes and steering, low
M12C
motor. Phone 753-9347.
r
t
mileage. One owner. Real clean.
COMPARE, SAVE Seamless
20" Yazoo self-propelled lawn
aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter
HONDA 1970 SL100, good con- 0 1719 Magnolia Dr.
mower, motor practically new.
"Financing
.
Installation
dition. For further information
Phone 753-1603 after 5.00 p.m.
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
•
or 753753-8407
Phone
available".
p.m.
6:00
after
phone 753-3557
M12NC
May 23NC
8992.
M14C

TRIANGLE INN

DOT PHILLIPS

IF

lea Market

Irce5

A Big Success
Come To The
Next One!

Reieves Gas Pains.

-4Mik*

Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.

Yard Sale r
Sat. May 12th

Miscellaneous
GARAGE SALE, Friday and
/ Saturday,
Items
May 11 and 12, corner

FOR SALE

1972 Model
Tidecraft Runabout

JANICE BARRETT

Lottie's (Futrell) KeepYou-Neat Beauty Salon

Located on the Dr. Rob Mason Road
near Stella
Call 753-4352 or 753-5197
Wed. thru Sat for Appointment

CAMARO-1967-250, power
with walk thru windshield. 1972 Model,65 Horse-power
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
and brakes,Sears radial
steering
with
10,000
trailer
Engine,
Evenrude
Edison air conditioners.
Dudley Drive and Sunny Lane.
tires. Excellent condition,
$2500.011 Complete
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
M14P
Phone 753-5509
Braided rugs, lamps, pictures,
Financing Available
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
-The shag glassware, many nice baby
VACUUMS
KIRBY
or
Phone
753-5079
753-78415
Roby
$318.40.
BTU,
$285.00. 26,000
that adjusts to any items. Adding machine, electric
Applications Now Being Accepted for
FORD PICKUP 1969, 6 cylinder
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, rug specialist
June 11C carpet. New and used vacuums window fan, sewing machine,
.straight shift. Phone 753-7404 or
Kentucky.
for sale. For demonstration quilting frames on stand, toys,
M12C
753-2486.
phone Mike Hutchens, your local adult and children's clothing,
FOR CHILDREN
with
CLEAN expensive carpets
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- many other nice items. Come
speed.
three
1965,
MUSTANG
is 0359.
the best. Blue Lustre
Mavl9C see.
MI2C
For Information Call:
Excellent mechanical condition.
Rent
favorite.
America's
Good body, good tires. Trailer
shampooer $1. Kwilt-Pik Market, AKC REGISTERED beagle 35 H.P. EVINRUDE motor with
hitch on car. Also two good
M12C puppies, wonderful pets or ex- gas tank and control Murray,
Five Points.
studded tires and luggage rack.
Phone 753-0373
103 North 13th
cellent hunting stock. $35.00 each. Ky., Blood River boat dock,
IntWftWICWWWWW.
SPRING CLEANING SPECIALS
$500.00 for all. Phone 753-0771.
RANGE, Phone 753-9773.
M12C
ELECTRIC
Route 5, Lonnie Kerney. Ml2P
M12C
refrigerator, lawn mower,
folding bed. Phone 753-8089. M12C ELECTRIC GUITAR and am- SAVE $200.00 on new Wurlltzer
COME OUT TODAY AND
good
VOLKSWAGEN-1963,
Any Size
plifier, $40.00 for both. Phone 753- organ. Store demo. J & B Music,
5 Size
9Any
$17
$
I
Living Room
M12C
mechanical condition. Phone 436HAY BAILER and rack, good 7435.
Living Room
OUR FINE LINE OF
SEE
M12C
Room
753-7575.
Dining
M14C
And Han
2471 after 5:00p.m.
condition. Phone W.T. Kingins
And Hall
Ml5P VA LOANS, no down payment for
New Concord,436-5622.
HOW STEAM EXTRACTION WORKS
TWENTY VOLUME set of
CADILLAC 1970 Sedan DeVWe,
Jets of steamy hot moisture penetrate to full depth of
qualified veteran. 12 years to American
enPeoples
out of
fibers. Loosened soil in suspension is lifted up and
jet black with black vinyl top,
no
are
TROLLING MOTOR, Super pay. Drive on out almost to cyclopedias, including up to date
There
action
vacuum
simultaneous
carpet by
climate control air conditioning,
..Bridge on Beltline. year books. Excellent condition.
One May Be Just Right for You!
brushes to distort pile or scrub dirt deeper There is no
Motor Guide, variable control, Clarks Rivet.
after effect from over sudsing. Drying time is cut to a
power windows and 6 way power
less than 6 months old. Will sell Bank financing on spot. BW's Phone Benton 527-8238 after 6:00
pile,
fluffs
cleaning
Steam
minimum
miraculous
seats, automatic door locks and
Mobile Homes, 3900 South p.m.
M12NC
for $100.00. Phone 753restores luster, and adds years of use and good looks to
your carpeting.
head light dimmer. AM-FM
Beltline Highway, Paducalifily.,
3570.
M12C STARCRAFT CAMPERS. Shasta
radio, turbo hydriunatic tranSo. 12th St
443-6150.
smission, power, brakes and
and Golden Falcon, travel
steering, new Urea SacrificeARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales. trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 31C
MI7C
TESTED, Mayfield, Kentucky on the
$3150.00. Phone 436-5485.
PERFORMANCE
AUCTION SALE
If You
Route No. 1, Murray, Ky.
Simmental, Maine-Anjou, Benton Highway. Travel trailers, CUTLER 71, york and dare seed
Box
Brown Swiss, pickup camper, toppers. We also soybeans. Broadbent Seed
CHEVELLE 1970 SS 396 Low AUCTION SALE,
Limousin and
,
n
n
o
i
ta
g
c
r
u
Ao
l
cord
Hazel
489-2504
Electri
ALE,
Ph.
354
mileage, good condition $2100.01 House Hazel, Ky.,Saturday, May
breeding age bulls for sale. rent campers by the week or Company, Cadiz, Ky., Phone 235IL%
M15C
489Ky.,
or
Please Phone
Cadiz,
247-8187
Phone 753-9643 after 8:00 p.m..
5182.
weekend. Call
Broadbent Farms,
M14C
phone days 235-5182 or nights, 235- 2303.:
nice
bicycle,
boy's
player,
record
Yóur
USED TRAILER, 10'x50', two
M15C
1112C COUCH AND chair, green and
5170.
maple half bed with springs and
WANT TO BUY
conditioned,
air
bedrooms,
bed
gold brocade. Solid oak half
mattress desk and chair, end
electric heat, washer. $1800.00.
AC FOUR row corn planter. Good THREE BEDROOM double- with mattress and springs.
Standing timber, tables, buffets, drop leaf maple
OF
M14C
BUYER
Phone
436-5412.
Portable
19"
Good,
Used
wardrobe,
condition. Phone 753-4731, or can wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile Excellent condition. Phone 753.
also logs, pulp wood. Phone 753- table and chairs, oak
T.%'.
M14NC
Homes, South Beltline Highway, 1803-.
register,
cash
be seen at 305 North 12th
old
rockers,
4C
June
If No Results:
21" BRIGGS & Stratton engine 4147.
Ideal for cottages, offices,
MI2C Paducah,Ky.Phone 443Street.
roll-away bed, odd tables, carpet,
tiller,
5
H.P.
$49.88.
mower,
etc
bedrooms,
M12C GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
Phone
6150.
assortment of glass,
Briggs & Stratton engine with WANTED ANTIQUES and pieces,large
From $25 to $60 each
items not
other
LARGE BABY bed, used very
seamless gutters, installed per
numerous
condition.
excellent
in
treasurers
power reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P.
MIK
Wilson & Thompson
little. Phone 498-8474.
your specifications. Call Larry
riding mower, Briggs & Stratton Write giving details to Box 637, mentioned.
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25', Lyles
Service, Wayne Wilson
at 753-2310 for free
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Auction
7C
June
47211.
Ky.
Cadiz,
Center
7
H.P.
riding
Shopping
$258.95
Central
engine,
May 12C
Thompson licensed
ONE ROW Holland tobacco and treated fence posts. Murray estimate.
Charles
and
mower, Briggs & Stratton engine,
Then
753-5865
M12C
auctioneers.
setter, perfect condition. Priced Lumber Company, 104 Maple
$323.95. 7 H.P. mower, electric WILL BUY or trade old guns, and bonded
MI2C CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
to sell at $125.00. J.C. Russell, Street.
i
After 5:30 p.m. and
start, Briggs & Stratton engine, used guns, or ne-s' guns. Will buy
full of them at prices you couldn't SAILBOAT, 16' Larson Regetta,
M15C
phone 436-2149.
MUSIC
May
753-6940.
Phone
hens.
Sales , Highway 68, laying
Until 6:30 p.m.
believe, starting at 9450.00. Full sloop rigged, 7:5' aluminum mast, $399.95. Roby
June I1C 16C
Ky.
type,fold down and motor homes. 150 sq. ft. of dacron racing sails, Benton,
piano.
SPINET-CONSOLE
oR LEASE
used Wanted responsible party to take
New and used. At Bill's Camper twin keels and rudders Phone
FOR SALE
TO - -BUY
WANT
1972--60'x12',
HOME
MOBILE
M12C
Mobile
or
753-3619.
753-7400
Corner, located at Bill's
dehumidifier. Phone 753-8743 over spinet piano. Easy terms.
NICE USED two bedroom
central gas heat and electric air.
bedrooth
TWO
M14P Can be seen locally. Write Credit
LUXURY
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
after 6:00p.m.
EARN $8,000 PLUS per year.
home
mobile
12'x60'
and
carpeted
one
apartment. Now leasing for
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for ANTIQUES: OLD Edison record Underpenned
276, Work from home and back each
Manager, P.O. Box
for
condition. Total
753-1952
Excellent
Phone
conthroughout.
air
and
78
and
heat
M12C
Central
L."
early
player, plays the
year.
information 443-6150.
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. Ml2P day. gational Company. Inalmost new
M I 4P FOR SALE OR FOR RENT
gas with
records, 50 records included appointment to see.
ditioning. Completely carpeted,
with limited ex• dividuals
living
Large
furnace.
*150.00.
KAWASAKI 1969-120,
(Jimmy Rodgers, Ernest Tubbs
kitchen appliances furnished.
perience. Send name, address
KENTUCKY'S I,ARGES1 TWO BEDROOM trailer, al
couch and
new
with
room,
university.
753-9971.
Phone
near
stars).
and
located
recording
earlier
Ideally
PIANO TUNING and Repair. and phone number to K.B.
chair. Carpeted throughout
M14C Walnut cabinet, perfect $85 Pre- variety of pistols. Buy now while electric, central air. On private
Phone 753-4342 or after 5:00 p.m.
753-4534, if no Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered Hargis, Box 1125, Henderson, Ky.
at
Phone
get
them
lot.
still
acre
can
you
except kitchen. Large front
Civil War oak Plantation Desk.
753-8958.
M15NC craftsman Piano Technician 42420.
reasonable prices. Country Boy answer 753-5384.
kitchen with coppertone
M12C
WATCH-Timex, Needs refinishing $85.
CALANDER
TFC
Guild.
MISP
Stores, the, pistol people. 9 miles
appliances. Storm windows
self winding. $10.00. Phone 753- 7683.
•
117
Junction
from
LOST & FOC N
Hopkinsville,_
throughout. Also included
14NC
M
5:30 p.m
0930 after,
_PERT CONTROL
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
mini washer and 'dryer in
•
• •
TUNING-Repair-.
PIANO
LOST FEMALE beagle, mother
MI2C
bath. Can be seen anytime
BRIDAL ORIGINAL wedding p.m.
Proitipt expert FREE BOOT give away, every
rebuilding.
drear,
and
dull
aak
of puppies. Phone 753-9774: M12C
TFCARPETSli
rnetes va,
aar not 3
gown,size 7. Phone 753-__
cfas ft'
-st cOtitrol service. 15 years -eitpertelia: friday-113ivoniec-T
FOR THE -best in lie
reffibTe spots as theyappear with 8911.
boat, beautiful service and tennite.contraL call Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben ..W. 'girl's ), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
there will be no
MODEL
_so
LATE
dealer,
ICC
TRAuk.
*IP
FOR SALE 4)54
Blue- Lustre. Rent eleetrie
i lid-Shoe- Repair:
condition. Complete for $1850.00 Superior Exterminating Corn Dyer, Murray, Kentucky,. Phone 'wWeiirstersales -tax to pay. Phone 753shampooer 11 00. Big K, Belaire GARDEN TILLER,4 H.P. Phone Phone 753-6262. You must set
Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC
44N.
TFC
TFC
753-8911.
753-7266.
pany,
GRAND PRIX 1971 Phone 753M12C
Shopping-Center.
M14(May 21(
435-5302.
Mit('
8606
0g..•40.

ESTES CERAMIC ARTS
SUMMER CERAMICS CLASSES

Steam Extraction

Carpet Cleaning

ESTES'CERAMIC ARTS

995

1973 Da tsu n
CARS & TRUCKS

Murray Datsun, Inc.

Thoii0753-7114

-CARPET MASTER

Miss Your Paper

For Sale!

TV Service Center

Paper Carrior
First
753-1916

753-7278
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World News Briefs

American Scientist Killed By
Land Mine In South Vietnam

Watergate...

Sermon Topics Are
Listed For Church

Nancy Hill
Dies Friday

(Contlaned from Page!)
ate Watergate investigating
committee as saying reports
SAIGON (AP) — An AmeriWS ANGELES(AP) — DanMrs. Nancy Rill, 95, Route
that Gray had told Nixon of atiel Ellsberg and Anthony Rus- can scientist trying to find waOne Almo, died Friday at 12.30
impede the investigato
tempts
so, freed of charges in the Pen- ter supplies for refugee camps
Bro. Roy Beaaley, Jr., will be p.m. in the convalescent
tion were "out of focus" and
tagon papers case because of was killed by a land mine, the
reflect Gray's po- speaking on the subject, "The division of the Murrayfully
not
did
Saiof
northwest
border
bodian
registered
a
was
Rasmussen
government misconduct, say U.S. Embassy said today. It
By GEORGE FSPER
Scarlet Cord In The Window," Calloway County Hospital.
sition.
professional engineer in Dela- gon
they will sue President Nixon also denied Viet Cong charges
Associated Press Writer
Mrs. Hill is survived by seven
saying,
as
source
one
at 10:40 a.m. services on
cited
It
The U.S. Embassy spokesfor "conspiracy to deprive us of that U.S. warplanes had reSAIGON (AP) — An Ameri- ware, a registered geologist in
confusion. Gray Sunday, May 13, at the Seventh daughters, Miss Katherine Hill
was
'There
just
It
false.
is
"This
said:
man
cernationally
a
and
California
wafind
our civil liberties."
sumed bombing in South Viet- can scientist trying to
Mrs. Pearl
things should be straight- and Poplar Church of Christ. of Paducah;
"We will bring suit against nam in violation of the cease- ter supplies for refugee camps tified petroleum engineer. He isn't true. We are not violating felt
Hardin;
One
Route
from
carry
O'Brien,
could
reading
scripture
he
that
'The
so
out
ened
all the conspirators, of which fire.
was killed by a land mine, the held B.S. and M.S. degrees the cease-fire."
2:11-21 will be by Willie Mrs. Otie Fallowell of Paducah;
investigation."
Joshua
this
on
Duong
Col.
Cong's
Viet
The
Chicago,
of
University
the
from
It
today.
be
said
President Nixon appears„to
U.S. Embassy
The embassy said Dr. WilThe Washington Post quoted Frances. Prayers will be led by bizt Emma York of Metropolis,
the ringleader," Ellsberg said
denied Viet Cong charges where he was a member of Phi Dinh Thao charged that the
liam C. Rasmussen, 55, a geolo- also
Senate sources as saying Floyd Garland and Steve Ill.; Mrs. Ellen McKinney of
its
Friday.
U.S. warplanes had re- Beta Kappa. He also held a bombing occurred in a zone
Highland Park, Mich.; and Mrs.
gist and hydrologist, was killed that
was asked no questions Howard.
Gray
ranglong
miles
40
than
more
Mawr
Bryn
from
degree
Ph.D.
VietSouth
in
bombing
the
Pure"
Nora Jane Hale of Almo. One
Friday afternoon when a mine sumed
what
in
Church
President
The
"Keeping
the
by
miles
75
Mat,
Xom
from
ing
Pa.
Bryn
Mawr,
CAPE KENNEDY,Fla.(A?)
violation of the cease- College,
William Hill of Almo also
detonated under his jeep 85 nam in
six
the
account
son,
of
brief
a
subject
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